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Single Point Incremental Forming (SPIF) is a forming process in which a fully 

clamped sheet is formed by a hemispherical ended tool that moves along a predefined 

3D toolpath. The sheet is formed in a series of local deformations to reach its desired 

shape. Double Sided Incremental Forming (DSIF) includes one tool on each side of the 

sheet so that the second tool can take the role of the local die or the forming tool to 

improve the part shape geometry and forming parts with higher geometric complexity. 

Significant advantages of incremental forming process include, (i) low tooling cost due 

to easy fabrication and geometry independence of the tools, (ii) absence of the heating 

energy cost due to room temperature nature of the process, and (iii) its capability of 

forming complex parts which make it suitable for low volume forming of the polymer 

sheets as well as prototype fabrication. This work investigates the effects of SPIF 

process parameters on formability and failure mode in polymer, metal-polymer 

laminates, mechanical and microstructural properties, and chain orientation of the 

formed polymers. Capability of DSIF process in forming polymers is also shown and 

discussed. 



 

 

Investigation on the effect of SPIF process parameters on formability and mode 

of failure shows that increasing incremental depth increases formability; however, this 

advantage is limited to the occurrence of wrinkling. The results show that the mode of 

failure depends on incremental depth and shape of the part being formed. Additionally, 

tool rotation speed reduces forming forces. Investigation of the influence of SPIF on 

mechanical properties and chain orientation of the formed polymers shows that SPIF 

increases the strain at fracture and Ultimate Tensile Strength (UTS). Yield stress and 

Young’s modulus in the formed polymers are reduced as compared to the unformed 

polymers. The effect of process parameters on formability and failure mode in SPIF of 

Metal-Polymer laminates is also examined and it is shown that polymer thickness has 

a significant effect on formability. Additionally, the feasibility of forming polymers 

with DSIF process is presented. Preliminary results show that DSIF increases the 

formability and geometric definition as compared to SPIF.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Applications of Thermoplastic Surfaces 

Thermoplastic surfaces are widely used in various applications including aerospace 

(Figure 1-1a), automotive [1] (Figure 1-1b), medicine [2, 3] (Figure 1-1c) and packaging 

(Figure 1-1d). This is because thermoplastics are characterized by greater toughness than 

thermosets and recyclability (thermoplastics can be remolded by heating above their glass 

transition temperature). Further, their use in the interiors of airplanes and automobiles is 

due to the fact that they comply more easily with safety regulations by minimizing release 

of toxic smoke when heated or burnt during an accident [4].  

 
(a)   (b)      (c)            (d) 

Figure 1-1: Applications of formed thermoplastic surfaces (a) aerospace (b) automotive 

industry (c) medicine (d) packaging 

Such thermoplastic surfaces can be conventionally manufactured via a variety of 

polymer forming processes, which are described in greater detail below.  

Polymer extrusion is one of the oldest processes for shaping thermoplastic 

polymers. The development of the single screw extrusion based polymer extrusion started 

in 1880s, in which Rubbers and polymers were shaped with this process. Single screw 

extrusion is primarily used to make finished or semi-finished products (e.g. polymer sheets 

will be formed with thermoforming process). The key steps of the process are (i) melting 
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the thermoplastic polymer pellets, (ii) homogenization of the raw material, and then (iii) 

pumping the molten thermoplastic polymer through a die.  

 
Figure 1-2: Components of a single-screw extruder and the functional zones [5]. 

Figure 1-2 shows the components and zones in a single-screw extruder. The 

polymer pellets are fed via hopper. The screw moves the pellets forward and the band 

heaters increase the temperature in the way that at the end of the barrel a homogeneous 

molting material is pumped out of the channel. Based on the cross section of the channel, 

the polymer is produced in the shape of sheet, plate, bar, wire or pellets. 

Twin-screw extrusion machines are similar to single-screw extrusion machines, 

except as the name suggests, two screws rotate inside a barrel with figure-eight cross 

section. With respect to the cross section of the existing channel tubes, pipes, window 

frames, exterior cladding, wire, sheet and pellets (with a chopping process) can be shaped 
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with the polymer extrusion process. The polymer extrusion process is capable of mass 

production of the aforementioned parts [6].  

Injection molding is a process in which molted polymer is injected into a die, kept 

under pressure, and cooled until it goes back to its solid state. The solid shaped polymer 

duplicates the shape of the die (cavity of the mold) into which the polymer is extruded. 

Figure 1-3 shows a schematic of the injection molding process and machine. 

 
Figure 1-3: Diagram of injection molding process [7] 

This process contains three basic operations: (1) heating the polymer in the 

injection unit to melt the polymer and flow under pressure, (ii) making molten polymer to 

fill and then solidify in the cavity, and at the end (iii) opening the mold and ejecting the 

shaped polymer. The injection molding process can produce complex molded parts 

accurately and repeatedly. It is suitable for mass production of high variety and geometry 

complexity of shapes [8].  
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The thermoforming process is considered as a secondary process, as its input 

materials, polymer sheets and film, first must be produced via processes such as polymer 

extrusion. The thermoforming process needs the following operations: (i) sheet 

preparation, (ii) loading the sheet into the thermoforming machine, (iii) heating the sheet 

until it reaches its forming temperature, (iv) applying force to stretch the sheet into the 

desired shape, (v) cooling the sheet until it reaches the temperature where it can hold its 

new shape, (vi) unloading the shaped part, and at the end (vii) trimming the sheet to the 

desired final shape.  

 
Figure 1-4: Vacuum forming process flow; (a) Thermoplastic sheet is clamped in a 

frame and heated; (b) The heater is removed once the sheet reached forming temperature, 

at this point the sheet sags; (c) The mold is pressed up against the sheet by a hydraulic 

cylinder;. (d) A vacuum applied from below forces the sheet against the surface of the 

mold until it is sufficiently cooled down and rigid again for removal after the metal mold 

moves away [9]. 
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For the stretching step, there are typically four options available, as follows: 

1. Mechanical force: This type of force might be very simple like a strip heater 

softening a limited area of the sheet and the operator may bend the sheet 

manually to shape the news geometry. The mechanical force required can 

be very high. 

2. Vacuum: This is the most common forming force in the thermoforming 

process. A vacuum is drawn between the sheet and the die/mold, 

consequently the sheet is formed into the new shape by atmospheric 

pressure (Figure 1-4).  

3. Pressure forming: This method is used when the atmospheric pressure is 

inadequate. Compressed air, which is up to 10 times greater than the force 

of vacuum forming, is used to form the heated sheet.  

4. Combination of the forces: This method is used to form the sheet into large 

and detailed parts. For example, mechanical force may stretch the sheet and 

a vacuum draws the sheet into the die/mold. 

Thermoforming is used to produce many product from blister packaging to 

aircraft interior panels. It is capable of mass production to produce industrial, disposable, 

and packaging products [10]. 
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Additive Manufacturing, or AM processes, were originally developed in the late 

1980s to early 1990s. Following AM processes are specifically related to polymers and 

composites [11]: 

1. Binder jetting: In this process, a liquid binding agent is selectively deposited 

to bind powder materials. 

2. Material extrusion: In this process, a material is selectively dispensed 

through a nozzle or orifice. 

3. Material jetting: In this process, droplets of build material are selectively 

deposited and form/build the desired shape.  

4. VAT photopolymerization: In this process, a liquid photopolymer is 

selectively cured by light-activated polymerization. 

Polymers are one of the most advanced materials for AM techniques. Extrusion-

based processes are mainly used for polymers and composites (Figure 1-5).  
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Figure 1-5: Schematic of the fused deposition modeling process [12] 

The extrusion-based processes have their own limitations, which is mainly due two 

reasons [11]: 

1. Temperature limit of the extruder in the equipment limits the variety of 

polymers that can be used  

2. Temperature limit of the support material for fabricating the support 

structure 

Removing the support material could be challenging. Especially for the shapes with 

thin wall sections, there is a risk of fracture or deformation while support material is 

removing [11].  
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Many thermoplastic polymers can undergo plastic deformation to significant 

magnitudes when strained below their glass transition temperature; This phenomenon is 

called “cold flow”. The cold flow phenomenon shows polymers’ potential to shape by 

means of fast sheet metal forming techniques such as cold drawing, deep drawing, and cold 

matched die stamping [13]. Cold forming can form material sheets to complex geometries 

(Figure 1-6). 

 
Figure 1-6: Illustration of a cold stamping process [14] 

Cold forming of thermoplastics shares similarities with the drawing process of 

thermoplastics, with the major difference being in tooling (both stamp and die are needed) 

and the rapid application of pressure [15]. The forming forces in this process are relatively 

high, therefore large and expensive machines are needed to provide the essential forces for 

blank holding, and forming force [14, 15].  
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1.2 Motivation for This Work 

1.2.1 Tooling Cost 

Examining the above conventional processes for fabrication thermoplastic surfaces, 

it is recognizable that the tooling is part-shape dependent in all cases except for the additive 

manufacturing and the extrusion. The additive manufacturing is capable of producing 

different surface shapes without any modification in tooling. The capability of the extrusion 

process in producing surfaces is limited to sheets and plates.  

In the rest of conventional processes for each surface geometry or each 

modification in final part shape, the tooling needs to be modified or completely new tool(s) 

should be fabricated. Fabrication of these tools is time consuming and costly due to the 

machines, which needs to be used and trained operators to fabricate the tools with high 

complexity.  

1.2.2 Thermal Energy Cost 

All conventional processes for forming thermoplastic surfaces other than cold 

stamping, which is a room temperature process, require externally supplied thermal energy 

to soften the polymer. This heat energy is lost upon cooling down the part. The heating and 

cooling cycle will increase the energy cost of the process. Furthermore, for biopolymer 

thermoplastics like Polylactic Acid (PLA), this heat cycle can degrade the mechanical 

properties of the part as well [16]. 

1.2.3 Complex Geometry Fabrication 

Among all discussed processes, it is only extrusion that is not capable of forming 

complex surfaces. Extrusion is mostly used for manufacturing polymer sheets (used in cold 
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stamping and hydroforming), polymer wire, and polymer pellets. To make complex shaped 

parts other processes should be considered and used. Thus, there is a need for a 

manufacturing process, with the following qualities, for manufacturing of thermoplastic 

surfaces: 

 Part-shape-independent tooling to reduce tooling costs and increase the process 

flexibility. 

 Minimal or no supply of external thermal energy during the process, to reduce 

thermal energy cost and potential alteration in mechanical properties of the 

polymer. 

 Capability to manufacture simple and complex thermoplastic surfaces, as needed.  

The following section introduces the polymer incremental forming process, which has the 

potential to fulfill the above needs.  

1.3 Incremental Forming 

Incremental Forming (IF) is a deformation-based sheet forming method in which a 

fully peripherally clamped sheet is locally formed by one/two small hemispherical ended 

tool/s moving along pre-defined 3D toolpath/s [17]. The process is categorized into Single 

Point Incremental Forming (SPIF) and Double Sided Incremental Forming (DSIF). SPIF 

(Figure 1-7a) uses only one forming tool on one side of the sheet [18-20]. DSIF 

(Figure 1-7b) uses a forming tool on each side of the sheet [17]. In DSIF, each tool can be 

the forming or supporting tool during the forming process as needed, and the supporting 
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tool can also squeeze the sheet material at the local tool-sheet contact zone [21-24]. Note 

that in both SPIF and DSIF the tool used is part-shape-independent. For metals, it has been 

shown that the presence of the second supporting, or squeezing tool, in DSIF significantly 

improves the formability and the geometric accuracy of the formed part as compared to 

SPIF [24, 25].  

There are five main process parameters in incremental forming: 

1. Incremental depth (Δz), as shown in Figure 1-7a and Figure 1-7b for SPIF, and 

DSIF respectively. 

2. Tool diameter (dtool), i.e., the diameter of the hemispherical part of the tool used to 

form the sheet. 

3. Tool rotation speed (ω), defined as the number of rotations around the tool’s axis 

per minute (rpm). 

4. Sheet thickness (t0), i.e., thickness of unformed sheet 

5. Squeeze factor s, in DSIF, as defined later in Eq. 1-1. 
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        (a)               (b) 

 
          (c)               (d)    

Figure 1-7: Schematic of (a) Single Point Incremental Forming for an axisymmetric cone 

profile and (b) Double Sided Incremental Forming for an axisymmetric cone profile (c) 

schematic of the Sine Law in SPIF [20] (d) positioning of the two tools in DSIF and 

squeeze factor s [25] 

The above parameters control the failure of the sheet during forming, geometric 

accuracy of the formed part, as well as the mechanical properties and microstructural 

characteristics of the formed material. The sine law [20], which is commonly used in SPIF 
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and DSIF, is based on conservation of volume and the assumption of plane-strain 

deformation (Figure 1-7c). The wall thickness of the formed part (t) is related to the local 

wall angle of the part (α) and initial thickness of the sheet (t0) as it is shown in Eq. 1-1 and 

Figure 1-7c. 

𝑡 =  𝑡0 sin( 90 −  𝛼 )        (1-1)  

In DSIF, the squeeze factor (s) dictates the degree by which the sheet at the local 

tool-sheet contact region is squeezed between the tools [24]. If d is the normal distance 

between the contact points of DSIF tools with each side of the blank (points T and B in 

Figure 1-7d) and t is the formed sheet thickness (calculated based on sine law) then the 

squeeze factor s is defined as: 

𝒔 =  
𝒅

𝒕
          (1-2) 

Where s = 1 represents no squeezing of the sheet and s < 1 represents squeezing of 

the sheet to a thickness that is below the sine law predicted thickness. During toolpath 

generation the s is supplied by the user and the d, which is calculated from Eq. 1-2, is used 

to position the supporting tool. User also supplies the process parameters like incremental 

depth, toolpath, initial sheet thickness, tool diameter, frictional condition between tool-

sheet, and tool rotation speed. 
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1.4 Literature Review 

A significant amount of work has been performed on SPIF of metals. Kim et al. 

[26] investigated the effect of tool type, tool diameter, incremental depth, and friction on 

formability of metal SPIF. The results showed that that the ball tool shows better 

formability than the hemispherical end tool, due to increasing the tool pressure and 

reducing the state of stress, which results in delaying in crack occurrence. A small amount 

of friction at the tool-sheet contact area improves the formability, lower incremental depth 

increases the formability. The authors used Forming Limit Curve (FLC) to show the effect 

of process parameters (Figure 1-8). Fracture was the only failure which was observed.  

 
Figure 1-8: FLC with different incremental depths with 5 mm tool [26] 

The effect of part shape on formability has been investigated by Hussain et al. [27]. 

They showed that for a funnel part shape the maximum reachable wall angle is higher than 

a cone or pyramid shape for a metal SPIF process (Figure 1-9). Measuring the sheet 

thickness at fracture point showed that the Sine Law predicted higher sheet thickness 

compared to the experimental results, which is similar to the observations in previous 

studies [28, 29] (Figure 1-10).  
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(a)  

(b)  

Figure 1-9: Formability values of the sheet: (a) by the cone or pyramid shape and (b) by 

funnel shape with various curvature [27] 

 

Figure 1-10: Illustration of the thickness profile of a funnel shape [27] 
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The mechanism of incremental forming process was investigated in previous 

works. Jackson et al. [20] stated that the deformation mechanism in SPIF is increasing 

stretching and shear in the plane perpendicular to tool direction as well as shear in the tool 

direction. The results showed that shear in the tool direction, which is due to friction 

between the tool and the sheet, has the most significant shear strain component. The authors 

concluded that the shear parallel and perpendicular to the forming tool is the most 

significant difference between deformation mechanism in SPIF and conventional 

stamping.  

Malhotra et al. [30] analyzed the deformation mechanism in SPIF of metals. This 

work showed that higher shear in SPIF is only a partial explanation of the higher 

formability in SPIF as compared to conventional forming. A new theory (“noodle” theory) 

was proposed to explain the higher formability in SPIF as compared to conventional 

forming. This theory proposed that local deformation in SPIF increases plastic strain and 

damage very early on during the deformation and results in earlier onset of material 

instability, as compared to conventional forming. However, this region is not formed till 

fracture, due to the local deformation in SPIF (Figure 1-11). It was concluded that the effect 

of process parameters on shear and local bending can explain their effect of fracture in 

SPIF.  

DSIF of metals has been introduced in previous works and its capability of forming 

complex metal parts has been shown [31, 32]. Malhotra et al. [24] introduced a novel 

toolpath strategy to improve the geometry accuracy of the formed part in metal DSIF 
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(Figure 1-12). The supporting tool is positioned in a way that the sheet is squeezed between 

forming and supporting tool to increase the geometry accuracy of the formed part as well 

as increasing the formability.  

 
Figure 1-11: (a) Stretching the string at the free end (b) material localization at a single 

location on the string. (c) fracture at location of material localization. (d) Stretching the 

string by Δs at location Δc from the free end (e) continuous material localization along 

length of the string (f) elongation to a greater length without fracture [30] 

 
Figure 1-12: Comparison of profile geometries from SPIF and DSIF with the designed 

geometry [24] 
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Malhotra et al. [25] introduced the Accumulative-DSIF (ADSIF) toolpath strategy 

to prevent loss of contact between tools and the metal sheet. For example, for a cone part 

shape in conventional DSIF toolpath, the forming starts from out-to-in (from the largest 

diameter to the smallest). In the ADSIF the process starts from in to out (from the smallest 

diameter to the largest (Figure 1-13b). The results showed that ADSIF increased the 

geometric accuracy significantly as compared to out-to-in DSIF and SPIF process. A 

constant desirable wall thickness is achievable by ADSIF in comparison with SPIF. The 

drawback is that to maintain the high geometry accuracy low incremental depth needs to 

be used for toolpath, which increases the forming process time.  

 

            (a)            (b) 

Figure 1-13: Illustrations of (a) conventional DSIF toolpath strategy and (b) ADSIF 

strategy [25] 

A series of works have been done on simulation of metal incremental forming. 

Cerro et al. [33] modeled the SPIF of Al 1050-0. The material behavior beyond yield point 

was modeled as an exponential material hardening. The effect of material and strain rate 
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were neglected. The FE-Model showed good agreement for forming force along the tool 

axis (Figure 1-14).  

 
Figure 1-14: Force measurements predicted by the model in comparison with the 

experimental results [33] 

Smith et al. [17] Finite Element-Simulated the SPIF and ADSIF process of metal 

sheet. The results showed that plastic strains, through-the-thickness shear strains, and 

hydrostatic pressure are higher in ADSIF than SPIF. The authors reported that the higher 

formability of ADSIF than SPIF is probably due to the higher hydrostatic pressure and 

through-the-thickness shear strain in ADSIF as compared to SPIF.  

Prior research on polymer SPIF has been performed both using experimental and 

computational investigations. Franzen et al. [34] experimentally examined the feasibility 

of forming Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) sheets into axisymmetric shapes using SPIF. The 

following three modes of sheet failure were observed: 
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Mode 1: Sheet fracture by ductile tearing along the circumferential direction, at 

the transition between the wall and the corner radius of formed parts 

(Figure 1-15a). 

Mode 2: Wrinkling of the sheet along the wall of the part (Figure 1-15b). 

Mode 3: Tearing of the sheet in the radial direction, along the wall of the part 

(Figure 1-15c). 

The authors noted that only Mode 1 failure is typically seen in SPIF of metals and 

that Mode 3 failure is probably due to the occurrence of defects in the as-received sheet. 

The Mode 2 failure is seen at area near the corner radius and in the direction of rotation of 

the forming tool, where thinning is more pronounced. The authors also showed stress 

whitening in the formed PVC material and noted that this was probably due to deformation 

induced crazing in PVC. Crazing in polymers is the creation of submicron voids as an effect 

of a tensile hydrostatic stress on the material, and leads to creation of micro voids. The 

growth and coalescence of these micro voids eventually results in a macroscopic crack in 

the material.  

 

      (a)   (b)    (c) 

Figure 1-15: Failure modes in polymer SPIF (a) Mode 1 and Defect  (b) Mode 2 and 

Mode1 (c) Mode 3 [34] 
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Franzen et al. [35] performed SPIF of five different polymers with varying degrees 

of crystallinity. It was shown that the reduction in density of the formed PVC material was 

larger than that of materials like Polycarbonate (PC) and Polyamide (PA). The authors also 

experimentally demonstrated that the change in formed material density depends on the 

wall angle of the part being formed, and therefore on the strain induced in the material 

during SPIF. Furthermore, the dependence of springback on the sheet material properties 

was qualitatively examined in terms of the ratio of the yield stress of the material to the 

product between the thickness and elasticity modulus of the sheet material. 

Past works showed the effect of forming tool diameter on polymer SPIF.  Le et al. 

[36] showed that increasing tool diameter increased the formability of Polypropylene (PP) 

sheet incremental forming (Figure 1-16a). However, other works exhibited  that a reduction 

in tool radius increases the formability in polymer SPIF, much like in metals SPIF [37-

39](Figure 1-16b). 

 
        (a)          (b) 

Figure 1-16: Main effect of tool size on formability (a) Le et al. [36] results, Y-axis 

represents wall angle at failure in degree, X-axis represents tool diameter in mm (b) 

Martins et al. [39] results, Y-axis represents wall angle at failure in degree, X-axis 

represents tool radius in mm 
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Past works on effect of feedrate in polymer incremental forming showed that 

increasing feedrate increases formability for SPIF of PVC [37] and reduces formability for 

PP single point incremental forming [36] (Figure 1-17). It was shown that increasing 

feedrate reduces forming force along forming tool axis during the forming process and 

increases the surface roughness [37].  

 

Figure 1-17: Main effect of federate on formability (Y-axis shows wall angle at failure in 

degree, X-axis represents feedrate in mm/min) [36] 

Past works on effect of sheet thickness showed that increasing sheet thickness 

increases formability [37-39] (Figure 1-18). Bagudanch et al. [37] shows that increasing 

sheet thickness increases the forming force along tool axis. Maaβ et al. [40] demonstrated 

that increasing sheet thickness increases geometry accuracy of the formed part.  
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Figure 1-18: Increasing sheet thickness reduces experimental strain and consequently 

increases the formability [38] 

The effect of tool rotation speed has been investigated in previous works on 

Polymer SPIF. Series of previous research showed that increasing the tool rotation speed 

increases the formability [36, 41, 42]. It was shown that increasing tool rotation speed 

increases the temperature near the local forming area [37, 41, 43] (Figure 1-19), reduces 

the maximum forming forces [37, 43] and generally increases formability [41, 42].   

Bagudanch et al. [41] investigated  the effect of the tool rotation speed on 

formability and mode of failure in polymer SPIF. Polycaprolactone (PLC), Ultra-High-

Molecular-Weight Polyethylene (UHMWPE), PP, PVC, and PC were used for the 

experimental works. The results showed that with the tool rotation speed, for the polymers 

with glass transition temperature above the forming zone temperature, increasing tool 

rotation speed results in tearing. If the temperature near the forming zone reaches glass 

transition temperature or goes beyond it, the part could fail by twisting at the corner of the 

pyramid shape. For polymers with glass transition temperatures below room temperature 
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(PP and UHMWPE in this work), increasing tool rotation speed showed no significant 

effect on formability. The PLC results showed that if the temperature near the forming zone 

reached close to melting point of the polymer, the forming process could initiate localized 

melting process and compromise the formability.  

 

Figure 1-19: Tool tip and polymeric part temperature distribution recorded at the spindle 

speed of: (a) 2000 rpm during the SPIF process, (b) 2000 rpm at the end of the SPIF 

process, (c) “free” during the SPIF process and (d) “free” at the end of the SPIF process 

[37] 

Effect of tool–sheet friction conditions has been investigated in past research. 

Medina-Sánchez et al. [43] investigated the effect of forming tool material on sheet 

temperature during the forming process and surface roughness by using steel and aluminum 

tools for PVC SPIF. The results showed the steel forming tool generates higher temperature 
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during the forming process than aluminum forming tool (Figure 1-20). The aluminum 

forming tool resulted in higher forming forces due to lower generated temperature during 

the forming process. The aluminum forming tool fabricated parts with lower surface 

roughness. Very high tool rotation speed increases the risk of surface wear. 

 

(a)     (b) 

Figure 1-20: Maximum temperature versus incremental step, (a) steel punch and (b) 

aluminum punch [43] 

Durante et al. [44] investigated the effect of tool-sheet friction conditions on the 

formability of the PC sheets formed by SPIF. Two forming tools with a fixed and with a 

rotating end were applied for the forming process. The results showed that the tool-sheet 

friction conditions has no significant effect on formability. The rotating end tool shows 

slightly higher forming force along the tool axis (Figure 1-21). The rotating end tool results 

in higher spring back, due to lower shear stress production on the sheet, which leads to a 

higher elastic strain. 
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Figure 1-21: Trend of FZ [44] 

 
Figure 1-22: Experimental strains in truncated conical and pyramidal benchmark SPIF 

parts with 3 mm thickness with 30˚ initial drawing angles (note: solid markers refer to 

strains at failure). (a) PC, (b) PVC, (c) PA. d PET [38] 
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Marques et al. [38]  studied the effect of part formability of Polyethylene 

terephthalate (PET), PA, PC, and PVC. The polymers were formed to conical and 

pyramidal shape with the various initial drawing angle. Fracture forming limit lines (FFLs) 

were plotted and applied to predict the fracture failure in polymer SPIF. The FFL showed 

a good agreement between experimental strains at failure and the FFL for PVC and PC. 

For PA, the experimental strains at failure were higher than the corresponding FFL, due to 

the wrinkling failure in formed part. The PET formed parts showed a very high formability 

and observations showed good agreement with FFL prediction (Figure 1-22). 

 
Figure 1-23: Variation in density as a function of the drawing angle along the conical 

wall of SPIF parts made from PA, PC, PET and PVC (rtool = 8 mm, ψ0 = 30˚, t0 = 2 mm). 

Inset shows photographs of SPIF parts made from PVC and PET [38] 

The results showed that variation in density is not significant in PA, PET and PC 

formed part, however, the PVC formed part showed a significant and progressive reduction 

in density for the conical shape formed part due to crazing in formed PVC parts 

(Figure 1-23). 
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Figure 1-24: Membrane analysis of SPIF. (a) schematic representation of the local 

contact area between the tool and sheet placed immediately ahead. (b) approximation of 

the local contact area by a shell element. (c) cross section view showing the acting 

stresses in meridional, circumferential and thickness directions [45] 

Silva et al. [45] focused on computationally examining the deformation mechanics 

in polymer SPIF by extending the membrane-based analysis (Figure 1-24) developed by 

Martins et al. [46] via a pressure modified Tresca yield criterion. This single-step analysis 

models only Mode 1 failure by tearing and considered the influence of part shape, tool 
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diameter, sheet thickness, and mechanical properties of the polymer sheet on tearing in 

polymer SPIF.  

The authors successfully predicted experimental observations that reducing the tool 

radius can increase the formability of the material, more so for thicker sheets than for 

thinner sheets. However, the effect of through-the-thickness shear which is significant in 

incremental forming process [20] was not covered in the membrane model. In addition, 

due to the single-step nature of analysis this technique did not account for the effects of 

incremental depth on Mode 1 and Mode 2 failure. 

𝜎𝜑 =  𝜎1 =  (
𝜎𝑌√(1− 𝛽𝜎𝑘𝑘)

(1+𝑡/𝑟𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑙)
)       (1-3) 

𝜎𝜃 =  𝜎2 =  
1

2
 (𝜎1 +  𝜎3 −  𝛽𝜎𝑌)      (1-4) 

𝜎𝑡 =  𝜎3 =  −(
𝜎𝑌√(1− 𝛽𝜎𝑘𝑘)

(1+𝑟𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑙/𝑡)
)       (1-5) 

𝜎𝑌 =  √𝜎𝑌𝐶𝜎𝑌𝑇        (1-6) 

𝛽 =  (𝜎𝑌𝐶 −  𝜎𝑌𝑇)/𝜎𝑌
2       (1-7) 

Where, σθ, σφ, σt ,σYC, σYT, t and rtool represent circumferential stress, meridional 

stress, thickness stress, yield stress in tension, yield stress in compression, sheet thickness 

and tool radius respectively.  
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       (a)      (b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 1-25: Experimental results of uniaxial tensile tests and material model evaluation 

for: (a) PVC at 50 mm/min, (b) PVC at 500 mm/min and (c) experimental and material 

model adjustment results of cyclic loading-unloading test for PVC [47]. 

Bagudanch et al. [47] investigated various material models which are capable in 

predicting the polymer behavior during the incremental forming process (qualitatively and 

quantitatively).  PC and PVC were chosen for experimental tests and simulation. Five 

different material models were implemented in ABAQUS to simulate a uniaxial tensile 

test. The Marlow model showed the best match between experimental and simulation 

results for the uniaxial tensile test for both PC and PVC. A material model, based on the 

rule of mixtures, was implemented in the ABAQUS commercial package in order to 

capture the anisotropic effects. The cyclic loading and unloading tests showed a good 

agreement between experimental and modeling results. However, the suggested model was 
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not applied in a polymer incremental simulation to examine the capability of the model for 

simulating the process. Furthermore, the results did not show the capability of the chosen 

model to simulate the effect of hydrostatic pressure, which is involved in incremental 

forming process, on polymers.   

Yonan et al. [48] presented a material model for modeling polymer incremental 

forming. The aim of the work was to introduce a model, which can cover the special effects 

of thermoplastics during the incremental forming process with low number of parameters 

to make the parameter identification easier and with fewer experiments. The constitutive 

model breaks down the total stress into equilibrium stress and over stress. The stress and 

strain tensors (Eq. 1-8) are divided into a deviatoric (Eq. 1-9) and a volumetric tensor (Eq. 

1-10): 

𝐒 =  𝐒D +
1

3
 (tr𝐒)        (1-8) 

𝐄 =  𝐄D +
1

3
 (tr𝐄)        (1-9) 

1

3
 (tr𝐒) =  𝐾(tr𝐄)        (1-10) 

Where, S, E, and K represent total stress tensor, total strain tensor, and bulk module 

respectively. The superscription D represents the deviatoric part of the tensor.  

𝐒D =  𝐒1
D +  𝐒2

D +  𝐒ov
D        (1-11) 
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Where G1, G2, Gov, a, b, η and m are the material parameters and need to be 

identified. The material model showed the capability of prediction of a specified tensile 

test with intermediate holding times for High-Density Polyethylene (HDPE), 

Polycarbonate (PC) and PVC (Figure 1-26). The presented model was validated for low 

plastic strains (below 0.04) [48, 49], whereas past work showed that true major strain could 

be higher for PVC [38]. In addition, the model did not show its capability to predict 

softening and re-hardening of the polymer, which is observed in semi-crystalline polymers.  

 

(a)      (b) 

Figure 1-26: Prediction of the model to (a) strain-controlled tensile tests at three different 

strain-rates with intermediate holding times, (b) specific tensile tests for PVC [48] 
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Yonan et al. [50] implemented the non-linear visco-plastic material model, which 

was presented in their previous work [48], in ABAQUS software to simulate the PVC sheet 

single point incremental forming. A cone shape with 60˚ and 80˚ wall angle was chosen as 

the part shape. The FE-Model was evaluated by forming tool forces. The simulation results 

showed the reasonable prediction of tool force (Figure 1-27), as well as geometry and wall 

thickness, especially for thin PVC sheets. Also, the presented model, as previously 

mentioned, was validated for low plastic strains (below 0.04) [48, 49], while the true major 

strain could be higher for PVC [38]. It was not shown that the model can predict softening 

and re-hardening in polymers, therefore this model may not be suitable for semi-crystalline 

polymers.  

w  

Figure 1-27: Forces in incremental forming experiment and simulation [50] 

Yonan et al. [49] used a pressure modified version of the Von Mises yield criterion 

with the Ludwik-Hollman law and three non-coupled ductile damage criteria (Cockcroft 

and Latham, Rice and Tracey and Ayada et al. [49]) to capture the tearing mode of failure 
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in forming of axisymmetric PVC parts. Their derived Fracture Forming Limit (FFL) was 

able to capture tearing in polymer SPIF (Figure 1-28).  

 
Figure 1-28: Experimental in-plane true strains in (a) conical and (b) pyramidal PVC 

parts produced by SPIF with different drawing angles [49] 

They also showed that significant anisotropy was induced in the formed material 

after SPIF of PVC, so that yield stress of the formed material along the meridional direction 

is higher than yield stress along the circumferential direction (Figure 1-29). It was also 

indicated that non-coupled damage models, which are currently utilized in sheet metal 

forming, should not be applied to characterize formability in the SPIF of PVC sheets. The 

utilization of the FFL described formability in single-stage SPIF and multistage SPIF with 

complex strain paths successfully. 
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Figure 1-29: Stress-displacement curves obtained from tensile tests performed on 

specimens taken from the longitudinal and meridional directions along the mid-side of a 

pyramidal part produced by SPIF [49] 

Lozano-Sánchez et al. [42] investigated the effect of SPIF process on structural 

properties of the formed PCL and UHMWPE parts. The X-ray Diffraction (XRD) results 

showed the chain reorientation in the formed polymer in comparison to the unformed 

polymer (Figure 1-30). The formed UHMWPE showed the unit cell distortion and 

converting from orthorhombic to monoclinic.  

 

(a)                                 (b) 

Figure 1-30: XRD patterns of UHMWPE (a) unformed sheets and (b) sheets formed by 

SPIF [42] 
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Durante et al. [44] investigated the effect of toolpath strategy on the formability and main 

quality issues of the PC sheets formed by SPIF. An Unidirectional Toolpath (UTP) and an 

Alternative Toolpath (ATP) were adopted for experiments (Figure 1-31). The results 

showed that the ATP improves formability and reduces the risk of twisting in the formed 

part significantly as compared to the UTP (Figure 1-32).   

 

(a)                                     (b)                                    (c) 

Figure 1-31: Schematic of the toolpath strategies: (a) UTP, (b) ATP and (c) UTP vs. 

ATP [44] 

 
Figure 1-32: Effect of toolpath strategy on twisting of the formed part and twisting angle 

[44] 
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Bagudanch et al. [51] formed PLC, which is a biocompatible polymer, to examine 

the possibility to obtain a cranial implant by SPIF (Figure 1-33). Their findings showed 

that to improve the part geometry accuracy, a full negative die or the DSIF process is 

necessary. 

 
Figure 1-33: Manufactured cranial implant SPIF [51] 

Jackson et al. [52] demonstrated the feasibility of forming laminated sandwich 

panels consisting of Polypropylene (PP) core material with mild steel and aluminum 

(AA5182) faceplate materials. Faceplate fracture, core shear failure, local indentation and 

delamination are identified as the modes of failure, which may occur in sandwich 

incremental forming (Figure 1-34).   

 

(a)     (b) 

 

       (c)      (d) 
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Figure 1-34: Four failure modes of sandwich panels which may occur in ISF and 

required loading: (a) faceplate fracture, (b) core shear failure, (c) local indentation and (d) 

delamination [52] 

It was also shown that the effect of incremental depth and tool radius in sandwich 

panel SPIF is similar to metal sheet SPIF. However, the effect of the sheet thickness was 

not examined and only a tearing mode of failure was observed. 

1.5 Goals and Approach of This Research 

The goal of this research is to extend the state of knowledge and expand the process 

capabilities of incremental forming of thermoplastic polymers (amorphous and semi-

crystalline). To achieve this objective, this project will tackle the following challenges in 

SPIF and DSIF of thermoplastic polymers. 

1. Limited knowledge on the effect of SPIF process parameters on failure modes and 

formability in polymer SPIF: This results in a lack of a priori control of the SPIF 

process parameters to prevent failure of the sheet during forming. 

2. Limited knowledge of the effect of  process parameters on the mechanical 

properties of polymers: This results in lack of control on the process parameters, 

which affect the mechanical properties of the formed part.  

3. Limited knowledge on the effect of SPIF process parameters on failure modes and 

formability of metal-polymer laminate: This results in lack of a priori control of the 

SPIF process parameters to prevent failure of the metal-polymer laminates during 

forming. 
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4. Absence of knowledge on feasibility of DSIF process parameters on failure modes 

and formability of polymer DSIF: This results in lack of a priori control of the DSIF 

process parameters to prevent failure of the sheet during forming. 

Past works investigated the effect of SPIF process parameters and showed the 

capability of SPIF process for forming polymers. However, the effect of process 

parameters, specifically incremental depth and part shape on modes of failure and 

formability has rarely been investigated. In chapter 2, effects of incremental depth, tool 

rotation speed and part shape are investigated on formability, failure mode, forming forces 

and microstructural property of the formed material, and the results are discussed and 

analyzed. Past work showed anisotropy in formed polymer, however more research on the 

effect of SPIF process parameters on mechanical microstructural properties of the formed 

polymer is needed. In chapter 3, effect of SPIF process on mechanical properties and chain 

orientation of formed polymers is explained and discussed. Chapter 4 shows the results of 

incremental forming of metal-polymer laminates. The effect of incremental depth, polymer 

and metal sheet thickness on formability and mode of failure in polymer-metal SPIF is 

explored and discussed. Chapter 5 investigates the effect of DSIF process parameters on 

formability of polymers that fulfills the lack of research in polymer DSIF. The results show 

significant advantages of DSIF over SPIF in polymer incremental forming.   
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2 CHAPTER 2: EFFECTS OF INCREMENTAL DEPTH AND TOOL 

ROTATION ON FAILURE MODES AND MICROSTRUCTURAL 

PROPERTIES IN SINGLE POINT INCREMENTAL FORMING OF 

POLYMERS 

2.1 Abstract 

Single Point Incremental Forming (SPIF) is a sheet forming process characterized 

by advantages that include low-cost and part-shape-independent tooling, higher formability 

and greater process flexibility as compared to conventional sheet forming. While recent 

work has demonstrated the possibility of SPIF of polymers the effects of incremental depth 

and tool rotation speed, key process parameters in SPIF, have rarely been examined. This 

work experimentally examines how incremental depth and tool rotation speed affect the 

failure mode during forming, forming forces as well as the void structure and crystallinity 

of the formed material in polymer SPIF. The dependence of both tearing and wrinkling on 

the incremental depth and tool rotation speed is uncovered. It is shown that contrary to 

SPIF of metals, greater incremental depths result in increased formability in polymer SPIF, 

but this advantage is limited by the occurrence of sheet wrinkling at excessively high 

incremental depths. Further, the occurrence of sheet wrinkling depends not just on the 

incremental depth but also on the part shape being formed. Microstructural examination of 

the formed material shows that greater incremental depth results in greater void densities 

and that the material formed with SPIF has greater crystallinity than the unformed material. 

Additionally, it is shown that higher tool rotation speed can cause earlier onset of 

wrinkling. The implications of these observations on SPIF of polymers are discussed. 
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2.2 Introduction 

Single Point Incremental Forming (SPIF) is a process in which a completely 

peripherally clamped sheet of material is locally deformed by a small hemispherical ended 

tool moving along a predefined toolpath. These local deformations accumulate to give the 

sheet its final desired shape. A significant amount of research has been performed on SPIF 

of metals in terms of deformation and fracture mechanics, forming forces, toolpath 

planning, geometric accuracy and surface finish in the process. Recent work on SPIF of 

polymers has also uncovered the possibility of expanding the materials capability window 

of SPIF beyond metals, by demonstrating SPIF of thermoplastic polymers at room 

temperature. This creates the possibility of saving on both tooling costs as well as on the 

thermal energy costs, which are inherent in injection molding or thermoforming processes 

that are typically used to fabricate freeform thermoplastic surfaces. Further, cold-state SPIF 

results in reduced heating of the sheet which is highly desirable for temperature sensitive 

biopolymers such as polylactic acid (PLA) and polyhydroxyalkanoates (PHAs). This 

lowered heating can alleviate thermal degradation and retain the virgin material properties 

that would have been lost in conventional fabrication processes. Past work on polymer 

SPIF has performed both experimental and computational investigations.. Franzen et al. 

(2009) [34] experimentally examined the feasibility of forming Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) 

sheets into axi-symmetric shapes using SPIF. The following three modes of sheet failure 

were observed: 
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Mode 1: Sheet fracture by ductile tearing along the circumferential direction, at 

the transition between the wall and the corner radius of formed parts. 

Mode 2: Wrinkling of the sheet along the wall of the part. 

Mode 3: Tearing of the sheet in the radial direction, along the wall of the part. 

The authors noted that only Mode 1 failure is typically seen in SPIF of metals and 

that Mode 3 failure is probably due to the occurrence of defects in the as-received sheet. 

The authors also showed stress whitening in the formed PVC material, and noted that this 

was probably due to deformation induced crazing in PVC. Martins et al. (2009) [39] further 

extended the above work to show that a reduction in tool radius and an increase in the sheet 

thickness result in increased formability in polymer SPIF, much like in metals SPIF. 

Franzen et al. (2008) [35] performed SPIF of five different polymers with varying degrees 

of crystallinity. It was shown that the reduction in density of the formed PVC material was 

larger than that of materials like Polycarbonate and Polyamide. The authors also 

experimentally demonstrated that the change in formed material density depends on the 

wall angle of the part being formed, and therefore on the strain induced in the material 

during SPIF. Furthermore, the dependence of springback on the sheet material properties 

was qualitatively examined in terms of the ratio of the yield stress of the material to the 

product between the thickness and elasticity modulus of the sheet material. Silva et al. 

(2010) [45] focused on computationally examining the deformation mechanics in polymer 

SPIF by extending the membrane-based analysis developed by Martins et al. (2008) [46] 
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via a pressure modified Tresca yield criterion. This single-step analysis models only Mode 

1 failure by tearing and considers the influence of part shape, tool diameter, sheet thickness 

and mechanical properties of the polymer sheet on tearing in polymer SPIF. The authors 

successfully predicted experimental observations that reducing the tool radius can increase 

the formability of the material, more so for thicker sheets than for thinner sheets. However, 

due to the single-step nature of analysis this technique did not account for the effects of 

incremental depth (Δz) on mode 1 and mode 2 failure. The above literature review shows 

that the effects of incremental depth Δz and tool rotation ω on polymer SPIF have rarely 

been explored till date. The basis for expecting an effect of Δz, especially on the sheet 

failure modes, arises from the fundamental nature of deformation in SPIF in which a 

change in Δz can create a change in the stress history imposed on the sheet material. Past 

work on metal SPIF Xu et al. (2013) [53] has shown that tool rotation, and the resulting 

frictionally generated heat, can significantly increase formability and reduce the forming 

forces. A similar effect can be expected in polymer SPIF as thermoplastics exhibit 

softening and increase in ductility when heated.  

This paper characterizes the effects of Δz and ω on failure, forming forces, as well 

as void content and crystallinity of the formed material in polymer SPIF. The experiments 

performed are described in Section 2.2. Section 2.3 describes the observed effects of Δz 

and ω on failure modes. We go beyond just Mode 1 failure and uncover a distinct transition 

between Mode 1 and Mode 2 failure that is dependent on the above process parameters as 

well as on the part shape being formed. Furthermore, the effects of Δz and ω on void density 
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and crystallinity of the formed material are obtained via Scanning Electron Microscopy 

and Differential Scanning Calorimetry. Section 2.4 discusses the implications of these 

observations in terms of failure modes during polymer SPIF, process throughput and 

formed material properties, along with a discussion on possible directions for future work. 

2.3 Experimentation 

An SPIF setup with a circular forming area of 40 mm diameter was assembled on a 

HAAS CNC machine platform (Fig. 2-1a). This setup consisted of the following 

components: (i) the clamped polymer sheet (ii) the blankholder mounted onto a Kistler 

9257B plate type dynamometer (iii) the forming tool mounted on the CNC spindle. The 

dynamometer was mounted onto the bed of the CNC and was used to monitor the forming 

forces during SPIF. No backing die was used and a PTFE-based grease was used as the 

lubricant at the tool sheet interface during all experiments. 

 
                 (a)       (b)                            (c) 

Figure 2-1: (a) SPIF setup (b) profile of funnel shape formed (c) profile of cone shape 

formed 

To examine the effect of Δz and ω on failure modes two kinds of part shapes were 

formed namely, funnel shapes (Fig. 2-1b) with continuously varying wall angle from 30° 

to 90° and a variable radius of curvature Rf  and cone shapes (Fig. 2-1c) with variable wall 

angle α. For the funnel shape the base diameter (B1) varied from a minimum of 8.1 mm to 
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16 mm whereas for the cone shape the base diameter (B2) varied from a minimum of 8.6 

mm to 17 mm. Since a tool of diameter 5 mm was used in all the SPIF experiments shown 

in this paper there was no interference of the tool with the already formed region of the 

sheet during forming.  

The funnel shape has been frequently used to examine formability in metal SPIF 

(Hussain et al. [54]) since its geometry provides a continuously increasing strain to be 

imposed on the sheet during deformation. On the other hand the constant wall angle of the 

cone shape results in a more uniform strain being imposed along the wall of the formed 

part. SPIF experiments were performed with contour toolpaths generated from the CAD 

geometry of the part using automated toolpath generation methods after Malhotra et al. 

(2010) [19]. Two polymer sheets, i.e., a 1.5 mm thick petroleum-based PVC material and 

0.7 mm thick bio-based Polylactic Acid (PLA) material, were used as blank materials. The 

blank material was confined to these polymers because our goal was not to compare the 

ability of SPIF to form different thermoplastic materials but to examine the effects of Δz 

and ω on polymer SPIF in general. 

A range of incremental depths from 0.2 mm upto a value greater than the sheet 

thickness were used to generate the toolpaths. The tool feed rate and tool diameter were 

kept constant at 300 mm/min and 5 mm respectively. The sheet thickness, tool feed rate and 

tool diameter were kept constant since the effect of these parameters has been shown in 

past literature. Table 2-1 summarizes the values of experimental parameters Δz and ω as 

well as the values of the shape parameters Rf and α used in the experiments. Only Mode 1 
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and Mode 2 failure were seen in this work and so only these failure modes are reported. 

The tool tip depth at failure during SPIF was recorded during forming experiments and was 

converted into the corresponding wall angle by using the CAD model of the desired part, 

the forming tool diameter and the designed toolpath. Each experiment was performed at 

least four times.  

Table 2-1: Summary of experimental parameters used  

Material 
Incremental depth 

Δz (mm) 

Tool rotation speed ω 

(rpm) 

Rf  

(mm) 

α  

(degrees) 

PLA 0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8,1.0 0,1250,5000,7000 

10,12,14,16 55,65,75 

PVC 0.2,0.6,1.0,1.4,1.8 0,1250,5000,7000 

2.4 Experimental Observations and Discussion 

This section discusses the results of the above experiments in terms of the sheet 

failure modes, forming forces as well as the measured void structure and crystallinity of 

the formed material. 

2.4.1 Failure Modes 

Figure 2-2 shows the effect of Δz, at ω = 0 rpm, on the maximum formable wall 

angle in SPIF of the PLA funnel shapes. In these plots the data points are supplemented 

with a description of whether tearing (i.e. mode 1 failure, denoted as T), wrinkling (i.e., 

mode 2 failure, denoted as W) or no failure (denoted as N) was observed. This kind of 

description is used throughout this paper. Figure 2-2a shows that for Rf = 10 mm, as Δz 

increases there is an increase in the maximum formable wall angle and therefore in the 

formability. Furthermore, failure occurs by tearing and not by wrinkling.  
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Figure 2-2: Effect of Δz on failure modes and formed parts for funnel shaped PLA parts 

with Rf = (a) 10 mm (b) 12 mm (c) 14 mm (d) 16 mm 

      Δz= 0.2 mm     Δz= 0.4 mm       Δz= 0.6 mm 

Δz= 0.2 mm     Δz= 0.4 mm   Δz= 0.6 mm 

Δz=0.2mm    Δz= 0.4 mm      Δz= 0.6 mm 

Δz= 0.2 mm     Δz= 0.4 mm   Δz= 0.6 mm 

     Δz= 0.8 mm              Δz= 1.0 mm 

     Δz= 0.8 mm              Δz= 1.0 mm 

     Δz= 0.8 mm              Δz= 1.0 mm 

     Δz= 0.8 mm              Δz= 1.0 mm 
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At the same time, Figure 2-2b shows that for Rf = 12 mm at Δz = 1.0 mm wrinkling 

appears as the mode of failure. Furthermore, as the value of Rf  increases there is a reduction 

in the Δz value at which this transition between mode 1 failure by tearing and mode 2 

failure by wrinkling occurs. A possible conclusion to draw from these observations, is that 

in polymer SPIF the formability increases with the Δz, but if the Δz is too high then 

unwanted sheet wrinkling might occur. Therefore, the mode of failure transitions from 

Mode 1 failure by tearing to Mode 2 failure by wrinkling at a transitional Δz.  

However, one must first consider past work in metals SPIF as well before accepting 

wrinkling as a universal phenomena in polymer SPIF. In past work on metals SPIF Jackson 

et al. (2009) [20] have shown that SPIF is characterized by much larger shear stresses than 

are typically present in conventional forming. Computational analysis by Malhotra et al. 

(2012) [30] showed that this shear plays a key role in formability in metals SPIF and that 

the magnitude of this shear depends on the shape of the part being formed.  

Hussain et al. (2007a) [54] further observed that the formability in metals SPIF 

depends significantly on the part shape being formed. They formed funnel shapes with 

different radii of curvature of the wall to show that the formability changes with the radius 

of curvature.   

Since different part shapes (e.g., varying Rf for the funnel shape) result in different 

stress states and stress histories being imposed on the sheet the conclusion was that the 

formability and deformation mechanics in SPIF depend significantly on the stress state and  
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(a)  

(b)  

(c)  

Figure 2-3: Effect of Δz on failure modes and formed parts for PLA cone parts with α = 

(a) 55° (b) 65° (c) 75° 

Δz= 0.2 mm              Δz= 0.4 mm               Δz= 0.6 mm 

Δz= 0.2 mm              Δz= 0.4 mm               Δz= 0.6 mm 

Δz= 0.2 mm              Δz= 0.4 mm               Δz= 0.6 mm 

Δz= 0.8 mm              Δz= 1.0 mm  

Δz= 0.8 mm              Δz= 1.0 mm  

Δz= 0.8 mm                     Δz= 1.0 mm  
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stress history imposed on the material. In light of these observations it is useful to 

examine the effect of Δz on tearing and wrinkling for a part shape that is different than the 

funnel shape.  

Figure 2-3 shows the effect of Δz at ω = 0 rpm on the failure modes in SPIF of PLA 

cone shapes. Note that wrinkling does not occur at any Δz for the cone shape, irrespective 

of the wall angle. At the same time there is an increase in the formability with increasing 

Δz, shown by the increase in the formable depth at a constant wall angle. The lack of 

wrinkling in the cone shapes and its presence in the funnel shapes indicates that the 

occurrence of  wrinkling also depends on the overall part shape being formed. Therefore, 

the constraint placed on maximum Δz usable due to the occurrence of wrinkling depends 

significantly on the part shape being formed. 

In fact, Figure 2-2 shows a similar phenomena since a change in Rf  causes a change 

in the mode of failure from tearing to wrinkling at the same incremental depth. For example 

at Δz = 1.0 mm tearing is observed in the case of Rf  = 10 mm (Fig. 2-2a) whereas wrinkling 

is observed for Rf  = 12 mm and above (Fig. 2-2b- d). These phenomena were also observed 

for PVC. An example of the transitional Δz for PVC is shown in Figure 2-4 for the funnel 

shape with Rf =12 mm. 
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Figure 2-4: Formed parts showing the effect of Δz on sheet tearing or wrinkling for SPIF 

of PVC funnel part with Rf = 12 mm 

Figures 2-5 and 2-6 show the effect of increasing the tool rotation speed ω on the 

failure modes for the PLA funnel shape with Rf =12 mm. It can be seen that increasing the 

tool rotation speed has very little positive effect on increasing the formability with Mode 

1 failure (e.g., for Δz = 0.2 mm at 1250, 5000 and 7000 rpm in Fig. 2-6a, and for Δz = 0.6 

mm at 1250 rpm in Fig. 2-6b).  
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Figure 2-5: Change in wall angle at tearing/wrinkling with Δz and ω for PLA funnel part 

 

Figure 2-6: Formed PLA funnel parts showing change in failure mode with change in Δz and ω 

Tearing 

Tearing 

Tearing 

Tearing 

Tearing 

Tearing 

Wrinkling 
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Figure 2-7: Formed PVC funnel parts showing change in failure mode with change in Δz 

and ω 

On the other hand, at a constant Δz an increase in ω increases the tendency for sheet 

wrinkling to occur (e.g., Δz = 0.6 mm at 5000 and 7000 rpm in Fig. 2-6c). For larger 

incremental depths (Δz = 1.0 mm) the increase in ω is unable to alleviate the occurrence of 

Mode 2 failure. Similar effects where observed when forming the funnel part with Rf= 12 

mm on PVC sheets (Fig. 2-7). 

Further, during SPIF of the PVC funnel shape it was observed that sheet galling 

occurred at tool rotation speeds of 5000 rpm and above, resulting in premature sheet failure. 
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Similar effects of ω were observed for PLA and PVC for funnel shapes with different Rf  

values and for the cone parts as well. To summarize, tool rotation in polymer SPIF has 

minimal effect on the mode 1 failure and greater tool rotation speed can increase the 

tendency of the sheet to undergo Mode 2 failure or galling during FPI. 

2.4.2 Forming Forces 

Past work (Filice et al. 2006 [55], Duflou et al. 2007 [56], Bouffioux et al. 2008 

[57]) in metals SPIF has shown that the forming forces in SPIF indicate key characteristics 

of the process mechanics. Further forming forces are a critical process metric needed for 

process model calibration and machine design. Figures 2-8 and 2-9 show representative in-

plane and Z forces as a function of Δz when ω =0 for Rf =12 mm funnels. 

The in-plane forces were obtained as the magnitude of the resultant of the X and Y 

forces. As typically seen in a contour toolpath (Duflou et al., 2007 [56]), after completion 

of one contour the Z force drops when the tool moves to the next contour, reaches its peak 

value at the step down and finally stabilizes when the tool moves along the contour.   

The stable portions of the in-plane and Z forces were obtained for the above-

performed experiments after filtering out the spikes at the step down of the contour path. 

The filtering was done via a nonlinear median filtering algorithm, which applies a sliding 

window to a sequence of data and replaces the center value in the window with the median 

value of all the points within the window (Pratt et al., 1991 [58]). Figure 2-10 compares 

the peak in-plane and Z forces over a range of Δz and ω for Rf= 12 mm funnels formed on 

both PLA and PVC. Figure 2-10 shows that there is an increase in the in-plane and the Z 
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forces with an increase in Δz. This is a typical trend that is also seen in SPIF of metals and 

is related to a larger amount of material being deformed in each contour as the Δz increases. 

Further, there is a steady reduction in the in-plane and Z forces with an increase in tool 

rotation speed.  

 
Figure 2-8: In-plane forces and Z forming forces for PLA funnel part with Rf = 12 mm 

 

(a) Δz = 0.2 mm; Tearing seen 

(b) Δz = 0.6 mm; Tearing seen 

(c) Δz = 1.0 mm; Buckling seen 
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Figure 2-9: In-plane forces and Z forming forces for PVC funnel part with Rf = 12 mm 

This is probably due to frictional heat generated at the tool-sheet interface. Further, 

this implies that if formability constraints can be met and the occurrence of buckling or 

galling can be prevented, then increasing tool rotation speed can enable forming of thicker 

sheets with lower forming forces. 

Note that the increase in the in-plane forming forces with an increase in Δz is more 

significant than that for the Z forces, and is simultaneously accompanied by a transition 

(c) Δz = 1.8 mm; Buckling seen 

(b) Δz = 1.0 mm; Tearing seen 

(a) Δz = 0.2 mm; Tearing seen 
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from tearing to wrinkling (Figs. 2-6 and 2-7). It might be hypothesized that these increased 

X and Y forces are responsible for sheet wrinkling due to dragging the sheet along with the 

tool. However, there is also a reduction in in-plane forces with an increase in tool rotation 

speed but no alleviation of wrinkling which shows that the above hypothesis may not 

always be true. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 2-10: Comparison of maximum stable in-plane and Z forces at different 

incremental depths and tool rotation speeds for funnel part with Rf = 12 mm formed on (a) 

PLA (b) PVC 
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2.4.3 Void Structure in Formed Material 

Figures 2-11 and 2-12 show representative scanning electron microscope images of 

the formed and as received material for the funnel parts with Rf = 12 mm, on PLA and PVC 

respectively. The outer surface of the formed material (the side of the sheet that was not in 

contact with the tool during SPIF) was examined as this is the region of the material where 

material fracture initiates (Malhotra et al., 2012 [30]). The samples were taken from the 

middle of the formed wall of the funnel parts. Note that for PVC we ignore the cases where 

sheet galling occurred (Δz = 0.2 mm at 7000 rpm; Δz = 1.0 mm at ω = 5000, 7000 rpm; Δz 

= 1.8 mm at ω = 5000, 7000 rpm). This is because galling resulted in premature failure so 

that insignificant changes in void structure were observed because of an insignificant 

amount of deformation. 

Figures 2-13a and 2-13b show the void density and average void area obtained by 

averaging over a larger number of SEM images. Given that the average cell area is fairly 

constant for different Δz and tool rotation speeds the trends for the void area fraction, i.e., 

the surface area of voids to the total surface area, is expected to follow the trends for the 

void density. For Δz=0.2 mm the void density at ω=1250 rpm is lower than that at ω=0 

rpm. There is again a slight increase when the ω =7000 rpm. This reflects the trend for 

dependence of formable wall angle on tool rotation speed at Δz = 0.2 mm (Fig. 2-5) where 

the maximum formable wall angle by tearing sees a slight dip at 1250 rpm and then an 

increase at 7000 rpm. The dependence of void density on tool rotation speed is similar for 

Δz =1.0 mm (Fig. 2-10a). However, an anomaly is noticed for the Δz = 0.6 mm case at 7000 
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rpm where the void density is lowest as compared to that at the other tool rotation speeds 

Δz = 0.6 mm.  

 
Figure 2-11: SEM micrographs of PLA funnel part at different Δz and ω 

As received material 

Δz = 0.2 mm; ω = 0 

rpm 

Δz = 0.2 mm; ω = 1250 

rpm 
Δz = 0.2 mm; ω = 7000 

rpm 

Δz = 0.6 mm; ω = 0 

rpm 
Δz = 0.6 mm; ω = 1250 

rpm 

Δz = 0.6 mm; ω = 7000 

rpm 

Δz = 1.0 mm; ω = 0 

rpm 

Δz = 1.0 mm; ω = 1250 

rpm 

Δz = 1.0 mm; ω = 7000 

rpm 
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Figure 2-12: SEM micrographs of PVC funnel part at different Δz and ω 

As received material 

Δz = 0.2 mm; ω = 0 rpm 

 

Δz = 0.2 mm; ω = 1250 rpm 

 

Δz = 1.0 mm; ω = 0 rpm 

 

Δz = 1.0 mm; ω = 1250 rpm 

 

Δz = 1.8 mm; ω = 0 rpm 

 

Δz = 1.8 mm; ω = 1250 rpm 
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                                            (a)                                                                 (b) 

 
                                       (c)                                                                        (d) 

Figure 2-13: (a) Void density for PLA (b) average void area for PLA (c) void density for 

PVC (d) average void area for PVC 

A key point to note is that despite the above anomaly the void density, and thus the 

void area fraction, is consistently higher at greater Δz. This is despite the fact that at higher 

Δz the wall angle at tearing and therefore the formability is higher (Fig. 2-5). In the case of 

PVC (Figs. 2-13c and 2-13d) for Δz = 0.2 and 1.8 mm an increase in the tool rotation speed 

to 1250 rpm results in increased void density. An anomalous trend is seen for Δz = 0.6 mm 

where the void density reduces with an increase in the tool rotation speed. Since failure in 
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PVC occurs at similar wall angles irrespective of the value of Δz or ω it is difficult to 

correlate void density to formability. 

2.4.4 Thermal Properties and Crystallinity 

The crystallization behavior of the formed and as-received PLA and PVC materials 

was studied using differential scanning calorimetry (TA Instruments, Q2000) via 

heat/cool/heat cycles. The samples were heated from 40°C to 180°C and kept isothermal 

for 3 minutes before cooling to 0°C and then reheating up to 200°C. The temperature ramp 

rate in all the cycles was 10°C/min. The thermograms for PLA obtained from the first and 

second heating cycles are shown in Fig. 2-14a and 2.14b respectively. The data obtained 

from the first heating cycle provides information on the crystallinity of the PLA material 

formed by SPIF, whereas the data obtained from the second heating cycle allows for a 

direct comparison of the crystallization behavior after erasing any previous thermal history 

(caused by SPIF) through the first heating cycle. The crystallinity of PLA is computed 

using the following equation (Pilla et al., 2008 [59]).  

𝜒𝑐 =  
Δ𝐻𝑚− Δ𝐻𝐶𝐶

Δ𝐻𝑚
0  .

100

𝑤
                                 (2-1) 

where χc= Percentage of crystallinity, Δ𝐻𝑚
0 = 93.7 𝐽/𝑔, w = Weight fraction of 

PLA in sample, Δ𝐻𝐶𝐶= Cold-Crystallization Enthalpy. For the present study, the weight 

fraction of PLA was taken to be same for all the samples i.e. 100. 
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Figure 2-14: Melting curves of PLA with different Δz and ω from the DSC 

measurements: (a) first heating cycle, (b) second heating cycle, (c) the crystallinity from 

the first heating cycle and (d) the crystallinity from the second heating cycle 

The PLA thermograms obtained from the first heating cycle show an endothermic 

peak (in all the specimens) near the glass transition (Tg) phase because of physical aging 

of the polymeric materials (Hodge et al. (1983a) [60], Hodge et al. (1983b) [61], Hodge et 

al. (1982) [62]). This phenomenon is related to the inherent distribution of the relaxation 
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times of polymer chains (Turi et al. (1997) [63]). On the other hand, during the second 

heating cycle, the endotherm peaks near Tg were not observed. This is because the 

enthalpic recovery that occurred during the first heating cycle is kinetic in nature (Pilla et 

al., (2009) [64]). Figure 2-14c shows that the SPIF process has enhanced the degree of 

crystallinity of as received PLA from 5.7% to ~10.5%.  

Moreover, the increase in ω (0-7000 rpm) results in an even greater enhancement 

of the degree of crystallinity. A similar trend was observed for the degree of crystallinity 

computed from second heating cycle (Fig. 2-14d). However, the observed crystallinity is 

much higher than the first cycle. As mentioned, the first heating crystallinity reflects the 

crystal morphology induced by SPIF process while the second heating crystallinity is 

induced due to cooling rate of cooling cycle. As discussed in the next section, the 

enhancement in crystallinity of PLA due to the SPIF process has significant implications 

especially on the mechanical properties of the formed material. The PVC material 

investigated in this study was completely amorphous (Fig. 2-15) and hence, unlike PLA, 

no crystal morphology was observed. 

 
Figure 2-15: Representative melting curves of PVC from the DSC measurements (as 

received material and from SPIF at Δz = 1.8 mm and ω = 7000rpm) 
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2.5 Discussions and Future Work 

This section discusses the implications of the above experimental observations on 

polymer SPIF. Figures 2-2 and 2-4 show that unlike SPIF of metals, in polymer SPIF there 

is an increase in the formability with increase in the incremental depth. This implies a dual 

advantage of increasing both the formability and the process throughput at the same time. 

However, Figs. 2-2 and 2-4 also show that there is a limit on this increase in incremental 

depth in the form of a transitional incremental depth beyond which the failure mode 

transitions from Mode 1 tearing failure to Mode 2 wrinkling failure. At the same time, Fig. 

2-2 shows that this transitional incremental depth depends on the radius of curvature Rf  of 

the part and Fig. 2-3 shows that the Mode 2 failure is absent in the forming of a cone shape. 

This implies that this transitional incremental depth depends on the part shape being 

formed. In summary, increasing the incremental depth increases the formability of the 

material in polymer SPIF while being limited by the occurrence of sheet wrinkling at high 

incremental depths, and the occurrence of this wrinkling additionally depends on the 

overall part shape as well. Therefore, there is an optimum value of the incremental depth, 

i.e., the transitional incremental depth at which formability and throughput can be 

simultaneously maximized. An investigation of the deformation mechanics that causes this 

phenomena and mechanics based prediction of this transitional incremental depth for any 

given part shape is needed. 

Figures 2-5, 2-6 and 2-7 show that an increase in tool rotation speed does not 

significantly increase the formability of the material in polymer SPIF. On the other hand 
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increasing the tool rotation speed causes an increased tendency for wrinkling. Further, in 

the case of PVC too high a tool rotation speed can also cause galling and premature failure 

of the sheet during forming.  

Figures 2-8, 2-9 and 2-10 show that the forming forces rise with an increase in the 

incremental depth which is also observed in metals SPIF. Furthermore, with an increase in 

the tool rotation speed a reduction in the forming forces is observed (Fig. 2-10) which is 

probably due to greater friction at the tool-sheet interface. The simultaneous transition to 

wrinkling and the relatively larger increase in the in-plane forces at higher incremental 

depths might indicate that wrinkling is due to higher in-plane forces. However the 

alleviated occurrence of wrinkling despite a reduction in the in-plane forces with higher 

tool rotation speed does not agree with this hypothesis. At the same time if wrinkling or 

galling can be prevented then tool rotation might be usable for keeping process forces 

within machine limitations, especially when forming a thicker polymer or a polymer with 

higher yield stresses. 

In Fig. 2-12 the relationship between void density and formability is not clear for 

PVC since the PVC funnels with Rf =12 mm are almost always formed to nearly the same 

wall angle whether failure occurs or not (Fig. 2-4). However, the results shown for PLA in 

Fig. 2-11 and Fig. 2-2 show that an observably increased formability by tearing is 

accompanied by a corresponding increase of the void density in the formed material. The 

underlying deformation mechanics that cause this paradoxical effect need to be 

investigated further. Additionally, these observations suggests that due to greater void 
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content a material formed with higher incremental depth may undergo earlier failure under 

mechanical loading conditions during part operation.  

The enhanced crystallinity of the formed material as compared to the base material 

(Figs. 2-14c and 2-14d) might be due to strain-induced crystallization (SIC) that is 

observed in solid polymers (Dargazany et al., (2014) [65]). In Strain Induced 

Crystallization, the crystal morphology maybe fringed-micelle, folded-chain, extended-

chain, or a combination of these and further investigations are needed to elucidate the 

polymer-chain orientations. The type of orientations may have an influence on the 

mechanical properties of the formed material. In general, SIC results in anisotropy in the 

mechanical response and enhances the tensile stiffness and/or strength (Rao et al., (2001) 

[66]). This enhancement in crystallinity of the material formed using SPIF indicates 

tremendous potential for using SPIF to form thermoplastic polymers. 

Our future work will investigate methods to predict the maximum incremental 

depth that can be used without causing wrinkling or tearing of the sheet, with the goal of 

developing toolpath planning techniques for polymer SPIF that take this process mechanics 

into account. We will also perform experimental and computational work to investigate the 

damage evolution in polymer SPIF and evaluate the quantitative effects of shear and 

pressure on formability in the process. Additionally, we will investigate the crystal 

morphology and the thermo-mechanical  properties of the material formed with SPIF to 

understand how the SPIF process parameters affect the properties of the formed material. 
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3 CHAPTER 3: INFLUENCE OF SINGLE POINT INCREMENTAL 

FORMING ON MECHANICAL PROPERTIES AND CHAIN 

ORIENTATION IN THERMOPLASTIC POLYMERS 

3.1 Abstract 

Incremental forming of thermoplastic surfaces has recently received significant 

interest due to the potential for simultaneous reduction in thermal energy consumption and 

in part-shape specific tooling. This paper examines the mechanical properties and the chain 

orientation of the formed material in Single Point Incremental Forming (SPIF) of 

amorphous PVC and semi-crystalline Polyamide sheets. Tensile and stress relaxation 

properties of the formed polymers are compared to those of the unformed polymer. The 

effect of incremental depth and tool rotation speed on the above properties, and on the 

temperature rise of the sheet during SPIF, are quantified. Differential Scanning Calorimetry 

and X-ray Diffraction are used to compare the chain orientation and crystallinity of the 

formed and the unformed polymers. It is observed that the formed material has greater 

toughness and ductility, but lower yield stress and reduced Young’s modulus, as compared 

to the unformed material. We also observe deformation-induced chain reorientation in the 

formed polymer, with minimal change in the degree of crystallinity. The link between the 

SPIF process parameters, temperature rise of the polymer during SPIF, change in chain 

orientation and change in mechanical properties of the polymer is discussed. 

3.2 Introduction 

Single Point Incremental Forming (SPIF) is a process in which a fully peripherally 

clamped sheet of material is locally deformed by a small hemispherical ended tool moving 

along a pre-defined three dimensional toolpath. These local deformations accumulate to 
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give the sheet its final desired shape. In SPIF the incremental depth (Δz) is defined as the 

step down of the tool in the direction perpendicular to the plane of the sheet, in consecutive 

passes of the tool (Fig. 3-1). Past work has uncovered the possibility of expanding the 

materials capability of SPIF beyond metals, by demonstrating SPIF of thermoplastic 

polymers without any external heating of the polymer. While typical polymer sheet 

forming processes such as injection molding and hot forming create the desired shape using 

part-shape-specific tooling and using external heating of the polymer, SPIF of polymers 

offers the dual advantages of eliminating part-shape-specific tooling and reducing the 

thermal energy used to heat the polymer.  

 

Figure 3-1: Schematic of the SPIF process 

These advantages have created significant interest in polymer SPIF. The failure 

limits, failure modes and springback of the sheet have been the focus of recent work. 

Franzen et al. [67] experimentally examined the feasibility of forming Polyvinyl Chloride 
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(PVC) sheets using SPIF. They reported three possible failure modes of the sheet, namely 

(1) Tearing of the sheet along the circumferential direction, at the transition between the 

wall and the corner radius of the formed wall; (2) Wrinkling of the sheet along the 

circumferential direction of the part; and (3) Tearing of the sheet in the radial direction, 

along the wall of the part. The authors also observed stress whitening in the formed PVC, 

probably due to deformation induced crazing in the polymer. Davarpanah et al. [68] 

showed that greater Δz increased the formability of the sheet in the tearing mode of failure. 

This is contrary to the trends seen in SPIF of metals. They also reported that too large an 

incremental depth or too high a tool rotation speed causes a change in the mode of failure 

from tearing to wrinkling. Franzen et al. [69] performed SPIF of five different polymers 

with varying degrees of crystallinity. They reported that the reduction in density of the 

formed material was greater for amorphous PVC than for semi-crystalline polymers. The 

authors also related the springback of the sheet to the yield stress, thickness and elastic 

modulus of the sheet material. Silva et al. [70] developed an analytical model based on 

membrane analysis to predict stresses in the polymer due to SPIF. They used a pressure 

dependent yield criterion for amorphous polymers along with a hydrostatic pressure based 

fracture criterion, and were able to model the tearing mode of failure in SPIF of PVC. 

Yonan et al. [49] employed a pressure modified version of Von Mises yield 

criterion, with the Ludwik-Hollman law to approximate plastic flow and a hydrostatic 

pressure dependent damage evolution law, to capture the tearing mode of failure in SPIF 

of axisymmetric parts. Their experimentally derived fracture forming limit was able to 
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successfully capture tearing in SPIF of PVC. They also demonstrated that significant 

anisotropy was induced in the formed material after deformation, with greater yield stress 

along the meridional direction and lesser yield stress along the circumferential direction. 

Bagudanch et al. [71] showed that increasing the tool rotation speed results in higher sheet 

temperatures during forming. This can increase the sheet temperatures beyond the glass 

transition temperature of the polymer, thus reducing the forming forces and increasing the 

formability.  

Very few works have concurrently investigated the effect of SPIF on the 

mechanical properties and the underlying chain orientation of the polymer, which is the 

focus of this paper. Uniaxial tensile tests and stress relaxation tests are performed to 

examine the mechanical behavior of two polymers, amorphous PVC and semi-crystalline 

Polyamide 6.6, formed with SPIF. PVC is a commodity thermoplastic and Polyamide is 

frequently used in structural applications in the automotive and aerospace industries. The 

rise in the temperature of the polymer during SPIF is quantified. The chain orientation and 

degree of crystallinity of the formed and unformed polymers are characterized via X-ray 

Diffraction (XRD) and Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC). The above properties of 

the formed and unformed polymers are compared for different incremental depths (Δz) and 

tool rotation speeds (ω) used in SPIF. Finally, we discuss the underlying connection 

between the SPIF process parameters, the temperature rise of the polymer during SPIF, the 

change in mechanical properties and the change in chain orientation of the polymer as a 

consequence of forming with SPIF. 
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3.3 Experiments 

An SPIF setup with a square forming area of 150 x 150 mm2 was assembled on a 

HAAS CNC machine platform (Fig. 3-2a).  

 

(a)                                                             (b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 3-2: (a) Experimental SPIF setup (b) schematic of part, specimen, tool, toolpath 

and incremental depth in SPIF (c) unformed and formed tensile test samples of 

Polyamide and PVC and inset: Thickness distribution along gauge length at 5 different 

points 

This setup consisted of the polymer sheet, the clamping fixture, a 5 mm diameter 

SPIF tool mounted on the CNC spindle, and a thermal camera for measuring sheet 

temperature during forming. A PTFE-based grease was used as the lubricant to reduce 

friction between the tool and the sheet during SPIF. A pyramid shape (Fig. 3-2b) was 
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formed for all the experiments. Since a tool of 5 mm diameter was used in all the 

experiments there was no interference of the tool with the already formed region of the 

sheet during SPIF. The nominal thickness of the as-received PVC and Polyamide sheets 

was 1.5 mm. Table 3-1 summarizes the Δz and ω values used in experiments. All 

experiments were performed using contour (constant z) toolpaths.  

Table 3-1 Summary of SPIF process parameters used in this work 

Material ω (rpm) ∆z (mm) 

PVC 0, 500, 1000 

1.4, 1.8, 2.0 

Polyamide 0, 1000, 5000 

Previous work [68] has shown an increase in formability of the polymer when Δz 

is higher than the sheet thickness, as compared to when Δz is lower than sheet thickness. 

Therefore, for completeness the Δz was varied from lesser than to greater the sheet 

thickness in our experiments. Since galling occurs during SPIF of PVC with ω greater than 

1000 rpm [68], the ω for SPIF of PVC was restricted to 1000 rpm. Higher ω were used for 

Polyamide since no galling is observed with Polyamide. Each set of experiments was 

repeated 5 times and none of the aforementioned modes of sheet failure were observed 

during the forming process. The feed rate of the tool was fixed at 5 mm/sec for every 

experiment. A Micro-Epsilon TIM-200 thermal camera (Fig. 3-2a) was used to record 

temperature evolution of the sheet during SPIF. This camera records temperatures upto 

1500°C with a maximum error of ±2°C, spatial resolution of 96 pixels per inch and 
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acquisition frequency of 128 Hz. To calibrate the camera, a black band was marked on the 

polymer sheet and the emissivity of the band was set to 0.99 (black body). Since the 

unmarked polymer next to the band would have approximately the temperature as the band, 

the emissivity of the unmarked polymer surface was calibrated till the temperatures of the 

band and of the unmarked polymer next to the band matched up. 

Tensile test specimens conforming to the ASTM D638 (Specimen type V) were 

extracted from the formed part walls, along the radial direction (Fig. 3-2b). As shown in 

Fig. 3-2c, the measured thickness of the gauge region of the formed specimen was uniform 

and matched well with the thickness calculated from the sine law [72]. This is because the 

tensile specimen was extracted from the formed part such that the corner of the part base, 

at which significant deviation from uniform thickness is typically observed in SPIF, was 

far away from the edge of the tensile test specimen. This uniform formed material thickness 

was used to calculate stresses and strains in the tensile and relaxation tests for the formed 

specimens. The unformed material thickness was used to calculate stresses and strains in 

the same tests for the unformed specimens. 

Specimens conforming to the same ASTM standard were also extracted for 

performing the stress relaxation tests. An Instron (Model 5969) tensile test machine with 

maximum load capacity of 30 kN was used for both tensile and relaxation tests. The strain 

rate of the specimen was fixed at 0.0174 s-1 for tensile tests. The stress relaxation test was 

performed by extending the material to a constant true strain percentage above the yield 

strain, and holding the material at that strain for 60 minutes to observe the drop in stresses. 
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For PVC the strain at the beginning of the stress relaxation test was approximately 50% 

higher than the strain at yield. As will be shown later, the unformed Polyamide had a very 

small plastic portion of deformation during the tensile test, as compared to the formed 

polymer. Thus, the maximum true strain at the beginning of the relaxation test for the 

unformed material was restricted to 8%. Wide angle X-ray diffraction of samples, cut out 

from the walls of the formed part and from the unformed polymer sheets, was performed 

using a Bruker-AXS D8 Discover X-ray diffraction instrument. The degree of crystallinity 

of the formed and unformed polymers was measured using a TQ 2000 differential scanning 

calorimeter. The PVC samples were heated from 40˚C to 200˚C with 10˚C/minute 

temperature ramp and then held isothermally for 3 minutes at 200˚C. For Polyamide the 

rate of temperature rise was similar to PVC but the temperature was raised from 40˚C to 

300˚C and then the polymer was held under isothermal conditions for 5 minutes at 300°C. 

Since only the data obtained from the first heating cycle is needed to measure the crystalline 

content of the polymer after the SPIF process [68], only the first heating cycle was used 

here. The crystallinity of the polymer samples was computed using equation (3-1) below.  

𝐷𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑦 =  
∆𝐻𝑚− ∆𝐻𝑐𝑐

∆𝐻𝑚
0         (3-1) 

where ∆H0
m = 255.8 J/g, ∆Hcc is cold-crystallization enthalpy and ∆Hm is melting 

enthalpy [73, 74]. 

3.4 Results 

Uniaxial Tensile Tests: Representative true stress-strain curves from uniaxial 

tensile testing of formed and unformed PVC are shown in Fig. 3-3. Figure 3-4 shows the 
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average value and standard deviation of yield stress, UTS, strain at fracture and elastic 

modulus for the formed and unformed PVC. It can be seen that the formed PVC has greater 

toughness than the unformed material, while the unformed material shows higher elastic 

modulus and yield stress. A comparative reduction in toughness can be observed at at ω = 

1000 rpm and Δz =1.8 mm. However, uniform trends that relate the the yield stress, elastic 

modulus, UTS and fracture strain to the Δz and ω cannot be observed.  

 

(a)       (b) 

 
(c)       (d) 

Figure 3-3: Tensile stress- strain curves for (a) unformed PVC; and Formed PVC with 

(b) ∆z = 1.4 mm (c) ∆z = 1.8 mm (c) ∆z = 2.0 mm at different ω 

Figure 3-5 shows representative true stress-strain curves from uniaxial tensile 

testing for Polyamide, and Fig. 3-6 summarizes the effects of Δz and ω on the mechanical 

properties. Similar to PVC, the formed Polyamide has significantly greater toughness, but 
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lower elastic modulus and yield stress, than the unformed Polyamide. Again, no clear trend 

that relates the Δz and ω to the above properties is apparent from these experiments.  

   
(a)       (b) 

   
(c)      (d) 

Figure 3-4: (a) Yield stress (b) UTS (c) strain at failure (d) elastic modulus for formed 

and unformed PVC 

 
(a)      (b) 
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(Continued) 

 
(c)      (d) 

Figure 3-5: Tensile stress-strain curves for (a) unformed Polyamide and formed 

Polyamide with (b) ∆z = 1.4 mm (c) ∆z = 1.8 mm (d) ∆z = 2.0 mm at different ω 

   
   (a)      (b) 

   
   (c)      (d) 

Figure 3-6: (a) Yield stress (b) UTS (c) strain at failure (d) elastic modulus for formed 

and unformed Polyamide 

Relaxation Tests: Figure 3-7a shows representative true stress vs. time curves from 

stress relaxation tests of PVC. The average values of percentage stress reduction, i.e., the 

change in stress during hold time expressed as a percentage of the stress at the beginning 
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of hold time, are shown in Fig. 3-7b. There is an increase in the percentage of stress 

reduction for the formed PVC, as compared to the unformed PVC. Figure 3-8 shows similar 

data from stress relaxation tests of formed and unformed Polyamide. Again, the formed 

material shows a higher percentage of stress reduction as compared to the unformed 

material. However, for different ω and Δz the difference in percentage stress reduction for 

the formed samples is relatively smaller for both PVC and Polyamide. Thus, while SPIF 

has an effect on the stress relaxation behavior of the formed polymer as compared to the 

unformed polymer, the Δz and ω used may not have a significant effect by themselves. 

   
  (a)        (b) 

Figure 3-7: (a) Relaxation test curves (b) percentage stress reduction for the formed and 

unformed PVC 

   
   (a)       (b) 

Figure 3-8: (a) Relaxation test curves (b) percentage stress reduction for the formed and 

unformed Polyamide 
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Temperature Measurement: Figure 3-9 shows the maximum measured 

temperatures of the PVC sheet for various Δz and ω. For all the Δz and ω used for PVC the 

measured temperature (Fig. 3-9c) is lower than glass transition temperature of PVC (i.e., 

85°C).  

 

(a)       (b)

 
(c) 

Figure 3-9: Thermal image of PVC during SPIF at (a) ∆z = 1.4 mm, ω = 0 rpm (b) ∆z = 

2.0 mm, ω = 1000 rpm (c) PVC temperatures at different ∆z and ω 

Figure 3-10 shows the maximum measured temperatures of the Polyamide sheet 

during SPIF. At ω = 5000 rpm, for all Δz, the measured temperature is higher than glass 
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transition temperature of Polyamide (i.e., 50°C). For ω =1000 rpm the temperature is lower 

than the glass transition temperature, except for ∆z = 2.0 mm where the temperature 

(50.2°C) is slightly higher than glass transition temperature. Figures 3-9 and 3-10 show 

that, at the same ∆z, greater ω increases the sheet temperature during forming, similar to 

observations in [37].  

 
(a)       (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 3-10: Thermal image of Polyamide during SPIF at (a) ∆z = 1.4 mm, ω = 0 rpm 

(b) ∆z = 2.0 mm, ω = 5000 rpm (c) Polyamide temperatures at different ∆z and ω 

This is due to increased frictional energy per unit area of tool-sheet contact due to 

increased relative speed between the sheet and the tool. Some of this energy is dissipated 
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as heat into the sheet. At the same ω, greater ∆z results in higher temperatures even though 

the frictional energy dissipation per unit area of tool-sheet contact should stay the same. 

This is because higher ∆z results in greater contact area between the tool and the sheet, 

which increases the total frictional energy that is dissipated as heat into the sheet. 

Chain orientation and crystallinity: Figure 3-11 plots the integrated intensity vs. 

2θ curves obtained from XRD of formed and unformed PVC. At the major peaks (2θ=16°, 

26°) the intensities are generally higher for the formed polymer as compared to the 

unformed polymer. This indicates greater chain orientation in the formed PVC along these 

directions, as compared to the unformed PVC. Figure 3-12 shows similar data for the 

formed and unformed Polyamide, with significant peaks at 2θ=20° and 2θ=24°. In general, 

for the formed material the peak at 2θ=24° is higher than or equal to that at 2θ=20°, while 

in the unformed material the peak at 2θ=24° is lower than that at 2θ=20°. This indicates a 

change in orientation of crystalline lamella and molecular chain orientation in Polyamide, 

due to forming with SPIF. 

The thermograms obtained from DSC, for both PVC and Polyamide, are shown in 

Fig. 3-13. The degree of crystallinity observed in the PVC was zero, since the PVC used 

in this work is primarily amorphous [68]. While the polyamide did show a non-zero degree 

of crystallinity, there was no significant change in degree of crystallinity between the 

formed and the unformed polymer (Fig. 3-13c). This indicates that there is little change in 

the total crystalline content in the PVC or Polyamide, even though there is a change in the 

molecular chain orientation as indicated by XRD. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 3-11: Integrated intensity vs. 2θ curves of unformed PVC and formed PVC for (a) 

ω= 0 rpm (b) ω = 500 rpm (b) ω= 1000 rpm at different ∆z 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 3-12: Integrated intensity vs. 2θ curves for the unformed Polyamide and the 

formed Polyamide for (a) ω = 0 rpm (b) ω = 1000 rpm (b) ω = 5000 rpm at different ∆z 
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(a)                                                             (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 3-13: (a) Representative thermograms of PVC for the unformed material and for 

the material formed at ∆z = 2.0 mm and ω = 1000 rpm (b) thermograms of Polyamide 

with different ∆z and ω (c) degree of crystallinity of formed and unformed Polyamide 

3.5 Summary and Discussion 

In the case of amorphous PVC the increase in chain orientation and the absence of 

glass transition during forming is observable in Fig. 3-11 and Fig. 3-9c respectively. It has 

been shown [75, 76] that deformation of amorphous polymers at temperatures lower than 

the glass transition, results in retention of chain orientation in the major stress direction. In 

the case of SPIF the major principal stress is along the meridional direction of the part wall. 

Figures 3-4a and 4d show that the yield stress and the Young's modulus are lower 

for the formed PVC as compared to the unformed PVC. The yield stress and Young's 
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modulus of amorphous polymers depend significantly on orientation of molecular chains 

in the polymer [77, 78]. Greater degree of orientation enables molecular chains to slide 

past each other easily during deformation, resulting in lesser elastic stiffness and yield 

stress. The increased orientation of the molecular chains in the polymer in SPIF is probably 

why the yield stress and the Young's modulus of the formed PVC are lower than that of the 

unformed PVC. Since the temperature of the PVC never rises above the glass transition 

temperature during SPIF, thermally induced chain mobility effects can be expected to be 

negligible. The increase in ductility and toughness of formed PVC can be attributed to the 

cold drawing nature of forming of amorphous polymers. During SPIF, the deformation of 

the PVC results in multiple stabilized necks that contain more oriented molecular chains, 

much like in cold drawing of polymers. The growth of crazes and voids in these neck 

regions is difficult due to the increase in chain orientation [79, 80]. This increases the 

energy needed to cause failure of the formed PVC during tensile testing, which manifests 

as an increase in the ductility and overall toughness of the formed material. Note that the 

reduction in strain softening in the formed PVC (Fig. 3-3) is also indicative of reduced 

interactions between molecular chains, due to greater chain orientation induced by SPIF. 

Stress relaxation tests on PVC (Fig. 3-7b) show that the percentage stress reduction 

is higher for the formed polymer as compared to the unformed polymer. The stress 

relaxation behavior of amorphous polymers, is dependent on the degree to which the 

polymer chains are able to slide past each other to relieve the stresses induced at the 

beginning of the stress relaxation test [81]. For example, performing stress relaxation tests 
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at temperatures greater than the polymers glass transition temperatures, provides energy, 

that encourages sufficient chain mobility for greater percentage stress reduction than that 

seen at room temperatures [82]. The greater percentage stress reduction for the PVC 

formed using SPIF is probably due to the increased orientation of molecular chains which 

makes it easier for the chains to slip and slide past each other, resulting in greater relaxation 

of the initially imposed stress in the formed material as compared to the unformed polymer. 

For Polyamide, the XRD curves in Fig. 3-12 show significant reorientation of the 

crystalline portion of the polymer after SPIF. The occurrence of this reorientation seems 

independent of whether the sheet temperature during SPIF exceeds the glass transition 

temperature. Further, the localized nature of deformation and temperature rise during SPIF, 

as well as the absence of significant changes in the degree of crystallinity after SPIF (Fig. 

3-13c), suggest that there is very little thermally enabled crystallization in the polymer due 

to SPIF. Thus, the applied stress during SPIF is probably the primary factor responsible for 

reorientation of chain-folded lamellae in the formed polymer. 

Molecular dynamics simulations [83-85] have shown that plastic deformation in 

semicrystalline polymers occurs via reorientation of crystalline lamellae toward the major 

principal stress axis, and then fragmentation of largest crystalline lamellae, followed by 

unfolding and alignment of chains in both amorphous and crystalline portions of the 

polymer. Considering that the meridional direction is the major principal stress direction 

in SPIF the above morphological changes in the polymer during SPIF can lead to greater 

number of lamellae of smaller thickness that are preferentially oriented along the 
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meridional direction. This reorientation would result in XRD curves of the kind shown in 

Fig. 3-12. The above proposed morphological changes are also supported by the reduction 

in yield stress and elastic stiffness of the formed polyamide as compared to the unformed 

material [86-88], as shown in Fig. 3-6a and Fig. 3-6d respectively. The occurrence of the 

proposed morphological changes would also result in higher ductility and toughness of the 

formed Polyamide, as seen in Fig. 3-6b and Fig. 3-6c, since thinner lamellae encourage the 

fine chain slip mechanism in semicrystalline polymers [86].  

In semi-crystalline polymers, like the Polyamide used here, increasing degree of 

crystallinity of the polymer and increasing temperatures during stress relaxation typically 

increase the percentage stress drop during stress relaxation [89]. However, the degree of 

crystallinity of the formed polyamide, is very similar to that of unformed polyamide, 

irrespective of the process parameters used (Fig. 3-13c). Further, the relaxation tests were 

performed at room temperature. It is likely that the greater orientation of lamellae is 

responsible for greater percentage stress reduction for the formed Polyamide as compared 

to the unformed Polyamide, similar to the case of PVC. 

The above discussion primarily deals with the differences in chain orientation and 

mechanical properties between the formed and unformed polymers. However, universal 

trends that relate Δz and ω to the change in mechanical or microstructural properties, are 

hard to see from the experiments performed here. 
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3.6 Conclusions 

This paper investigates the effect of SPIF on the mechanical properties and chain 

orientation of the formed polymer, for an amorphous PVC and a semi-crystalline 

Polyamide. It is shown that forming with SPIF increases the ductility and toughness, but 

reduces the elastic stiffness and the yield stress, of the polymer. Given that thermoplastics 

are used mainly in applications that mainly require toughness rather than stiffness, as 

compared to thermosets, the increase in toughness after forming is a positive quality of 

polymer SPIF. Further, forming with SPIF increases the percentage drop in stress during 

stress relaxation of the polymer. XRD and DSC measurements are used to show that SPIF 

induces a change in molecular chain orientation in the formed polymer. This change in 

chain orientation due to forming is reflected in the change in mechanical properties of the 

formed polymer. The change in chain orientation seen here, and the well known repetitive 

nature deformation of the sheet in SPIF, also suggests that dynamic changes in chain 

orientation and mechanical properties during SPIF may have an influence on sheet failure 

and forming forces. At the same time, no clear trends relating the incremental depth and 

tool rotation speed to the mechanical and microstructural properties of the formed polymer 

can be seen. Our future work will further expand the process parameter space to examine 

the possibility of existence of such relationships. We will further focus on developing 

models to capture the evolution of the stresses, temperatures and chain orientation of the 

polymer during SPIF. We will also work on finding an explanation for some of the 

deviations in the observed experimental trends, such as the reduction in toughness at Δz = 

1.8 mm and ω = 1000 rpm for formed PVC. 
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4 CHAPTER 4: FORMABILITY AND FAILURE MODES IN SINGLE 

POINT INCREMENTAL FORMING OF METAL-POLYMER 

LAMINATES  

4.1 Abstract 

Single Point Incremental Forming (SPIF) is a sheet forming technique with several 

advantages compared to conventional sheet forming including low-cost and part-shape-

independent tooling, and higher process flexibility. While recent work has demonstrated 

the feasibility of SPIF of metal-polymer-metal sandwich sheets, the effects of SPIF process 

parameters on formability have rarely been examined. This work examines how 

incremental depth, metal thickness and polymer thickness affect formability and failure 

modes during SPIF of adhesively bonded metal-polymer laminate sheets. It is shown that 

higher polymer thickness results in higher formability, but this advantage is limited by the 

occurrence of metal tearing and galling. Further, the mode of failure is found to depend on 

the metal sheet thickness and polymer sheet thickness. In laminates with thinner metal 

sheet only two modes of failure, delamination and metal tearing occur. In laminates with 

thick metal sheet galling of the polymer is also observed, in addition to the above failure 

modes.  

Nomenclature 

D Maximum diameter of funnel (mm) 

Δz Incremental depth (mm) 

Rf Radius of curvature (mm) 

tAl  Aluminium sheet thickness (mm) 

tPA  Polyamide sheet thickness (mm) 
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tPA_Trans Transition polyamide sheet thickness (mm) 

4.2 Introduction 

In Single Point Incremental Forming (SPIF) process, a fully peripherally clamped 

sheet of material is locally deformed by a small hemispherical ended tool moving along a 

pre-defined 3D toolpath. The sum of these local deformations gives the sheet its final 

shape. The step down of the tool in a direction perpendicular to the sheet is called the 

incremental depth (Δz). A significant amount of work has been performed on SPIF of 

metals in terms of deformation and fracture mechanics [30, 90], forming forces [56, 91, 

92], toolpath planning [93, 94], geometric accuracy [93, 94], finite element and numerical 

simulation [90, 95], effect of temperature [92, 96] and surface finish [96, 97] in the 

incremental forming process. 

Recent work has shown the feasibility of forming thermoplastic polymer sheets 

with SPIF without external heating of the sheet [35, 36, 38, 41, 68, 98-100]. Franzen et al. 

[67] experimentally examined SPIF of polyvinyl chloride (PVC) sheets and reported  three 

modes of sheet failure during forming, i.e., (1) Sheet fracture by ductile tearing along the 

circumferential direction, similar to that seen in SPIF of metals; (2) Wrinkling of the sheet 

along the wall of the part, which is not seen in SPIF of metals; and (3) Tearing of the sheet 

in the radial direction, along the wall of the part, due to surface defects in the as-received 

sheet. Martins et al. [39] performed SPIF of five different polymers, polyoxymethylene 

(POM), polyethylene (PE), polyamide (PA), polyvinylchloride (PVC) and polycarbonate 

(PC). It was shown that PE and PA have high formability and are suitable for part shapes 

with high wall angles. POM performed the lowest formability in comparison to other four 
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polymers. Maass et al. [40] showed that increasing tool diameter sheet thickness increases 

sheet formability. Davarpanah et al. [68] showed that in polymer SPIF increasing Δz in the 

toolpath increases the formability of the polymer, contrary to observations in SPIF of 

metals. Yonan et al. [49] showed that the formed polymer develops significant anisotropy 

and Davarpanah et al. [101] demonstrated the effect of SPIF on mechanical properties of 

polymers formed with SPIF. Davarpanah et al. [102] also demonstrated Double Sided 

Incremental Forming of polymers and showed that the process resulted in higher 

formability than SPIF. 

On the other hand, there is relatively little work on SPIF of adhesively bonded 

metal-polymer sheets despite potential applications including sound absorption, vibration 

absorption, thermal insulation and impact absorption with reduced part weight in the 

aerospace and automotive industries [52]. Jackson et al. [52] demonstrated the feasibility 

of forming laminated sandwich panels consisting of Polypropylene (PP) core material with 

mild steel and aluminium (AA5182) faceplate materials. It was also shown that effect of 

incremental depth and tool radius in sandwich panel SPIF is similar to metal sheet SPIF. 

However, the effect of the sheet thickness was not examined and only a tearing mode of 

failure was observed. 

This work focuses on SPIF of Polymer-Metal laminates, i.e., a polymer sheet and a 

metal sheet joined with an adhesive. The metal and polymer sheet thickness and 

incremental depth are varied to uncover their effect on formability and failure modes.  
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4.3 Experimental work 

An SPIF setup with a square forming area of 130 x 130 mm was assembled on a 

HAAS CNC machine (Fig. 4-1a). This setup included the clamped metal-polymer 

laminate, the clamping fixture and a 5 mm diameter forming tool mounted on the CNC tool 

holder.  

 
Figure 4-1: (a) SPIF setup (b) schematic of funnel part shape and tool 

A PTFE-based grease was used as the lubricant at the tool-laminate interface, i.e., 

the polymer face of the laminate, to reduce friction during forming. A funnel shape with 

varying wall angle from 30° to 68.5°, 50 mm depth and 100 mm radius of curvature (Rf) 

was formed (Fig. 4-1b). This shape has been frequently used to examine formability in 

SPIF [54, 68]. This geometry enables a continuously increasing strain to be imposed on the 

sheet during SPIF.  The feed rate of the tool was fixed at 300 mm/min. No tool rotation was 

used. 

The laminates consisted of a sheet of semi-crystalline Polyamide (Nylon 66) and 

AA5052 Aluminium sheet joined with a neoprene contact adhesive (3M Scotch-Weld 

1357). Figure 4-2 shows the method for fabrication of such a metal-polymer laminate. 
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Polyamide and aluminium sheets were cut into 203 x 203 mm squares. The aluminium and 

polyamide sheets’ faces that were joined to each other were cleaned with Methyl Ethyl 

Ketone (MEK) before application of the adhesive.   

 

Figure 4-2: Sample preparation steps (a) placing aluminum sheet on the work table; (b) 

applying adhesive; (c) positioning the polyamide sheet on the adhesive layer; (d) placing 

the steel plate to maintain uniform static load on the laminates 

The adhesive was applied on the cleaned face of aluminium sheet (Fig. 4-2b) and 

the cleaned face of the polyamide sheet faced the adhesive layer (Fig. 4-2c). Then the whole 

laminate assembly was kept under static pressure for 48 hours (Fig. 4-2d) using a 10 kg 

weight steel plate with same width and length as laminate sheets to make sure the whole 

laminate was under homogeneous pressure. 
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To investigate the effect of  polymer and metal sheet thickness, two different 

aluminum sheet thicknesses (0.8 mm and 1.0 mm) and five different polyamide sheet 

thicknesses (0.79, 1.19, 1.58, 1.98 and 2.38 mm) were used to make the above laminates. 

Further, two Δz (0.2 mm and 0.4 mm) were used to investigate the effect of incremental 

depth. Each set of experiments was repeated at least 3 times.  

4.4 Results and Discussion 

4.4.1 Experimental Results 

Figure 4-3 shows formed parts at tAl= 1.0 mm and Δz=0.4 mm with various tPA.  

 
Figure 4-3: Shows effect tPA on formed laminates at tAl= 1.0 mm and Δz= 0.4 mm (a) tPA= 

1.19 mm, Delamination (D) at 35˚ wall angle; (b) tPA= 1.98 mm, Metal tearing (M) at 63˚ 

wall angle; (c) tPA= 2.38 mm, Galling (G) at 62˚ wall angle 

Three distinct modes of failure were observed during the above experiments. These 

were  

(1) Delamination at the metal-polymer interface (denoted by D); 

(2) Tearing of the aluminium sheet along the circumferential direction (denoted M); 

and  

(3)  Galling of polyamide surface which is in contact with the forming tool (denoted 

as G). 

Examples of these failure modes are shown in Fig. 4-4 and this kind of description 

is used in all the plots in this paper. Previous work [52] did not observe delamination and 
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galling modes of failure and effect of polymer sheet thickness on formability was not 

investigated. 

 
Figure 4-4: Modes of failure (a) Delamination; (b) Metal tearing; (c) Galling 

Figure 4-5 shows the effect of tPA and incremental depth (Δz) on formability and 

mode of failure for the laminates with constant tAl= 0.8 mm. At Δz= 0.2 mm increasing the 

polyamide thickness (tPA) increases the formability significantly by reducing the wall angle 

at which delamination occurs, but only till tPA= 1.58 mm. At tPA= 1.58 mm the failure mode 

changes from delamination (D) to metal tearing (M) and the maximum formability is 

observed. For tPA > 1.58 mm, failure mode is still metal tearing (M), but with slightly 

reduced formability. Similarly, at Δz= 0.4 mm an increase in polyamide thicknesses till 

tPA=1.98 mm increases the formability by increasing the wall angle at delamination. At tPA= 

1.98 mm, the mode of failure changes from delamination (D) to tearing (M) and the 

maximum formability is observed. Again, after this critical tPA the formability reduces 

slightly with increasing tPA.  
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Figure 4-5: Effect of Δz and tPA on failure modes and formed parts for laminates with tAl= 

0.8 mm 

Thus increasing tPA reduces the tendency for delamination but leads to a change in 

failure mode to tearing. Further, this critical tPA value increases with greater Δz. The 

polyamide sheet thickness at which the transition in mode of failure occurs will be 

addressed as the transition polyamide sheet thickness and denoted henceforth as tPA_Trans. 

Figure 4-6 shows the effect of polyamide sheet thickness (tPA) and incremental 

depth (Δz) for laminates with a higher metal sheet thickness, i.e., tAl=1.0 mm. At Δz= 0.2 

mm increasing the polyamide thickness (tPA) increases the wall angle at delamination, and 

therefore the formability, until tPA= 1.58 mm. At this tPA the mode of failure changes from 

delamination (D) to metal tearing (M) and the maximum formability is observed. For tPA 

greater than 1.58 mm, failure mode changes from metal tearing (M) to galling (G).  

Similarly, at Δz= 0.4 mm an increase in tPA till 1.98 mm increases the formability slightly 

by reducing delamination. At tPA= 1.98 mm, the mode of failure changes from delamination 
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(D) to tearing (M) and the maximum formability is observed. Again, after this critical tPA 

formability reduces slightly and mode of failure changes from metal tearing (M) to galling 

(G) with increasing tPA= 2.38 mm. At tPA_Trans maximum formability is observed. 

 
Figure 4-6: Effect of Δz and tPA on failure modes and formed parts for laminates with tAl= 

1.0 mm 

 
Figure 4-7: Effect of tAl and tPA on failure modes and formed parts for laminates at Δz = 

0.2 mm 
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      Figure 4-7 shows the effect of aluminium sheet thickness (tAl) and polyamide 

sheet thickness (tPA) on formability and mode of failure at a constant Δz= 0.2 mm. With 

increasing tPA the formability increases via reduced tendency for delamination until tPA= 

1.58 mm for both tAl. It shows that no galling is observed in laminates with tPA= 0.8 mm.  

Figure 4-8 shows a similar indifference of tPA to tAl at a constant Δz= 0.4 mm. It 

should be noted however that at tAl= 0.8 mm, formability is significantly higher for tPA lesser 

than tPA_Trans. It shows that galling is only observed in laminates with tAl= 1 mm. 

 
Figure 4-8: Effect of tAl and tPA on failure modes and formed parts for laminates at Δz = 

0.4 mm 

4.5 Conclusion 

The summary of the experimental results are as follows: 

(1) At low polymer thicknesses, the dominant failure mode is delamination. 

Increasing polymer thickness increases formability by reducing the tendency for 

delamination until reaching the transition polymer thickness at which mode of 
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failure changes from delamination to metal tearing and maximum formability is 

achieved. We believe that this phenomenon is due to lesser bending in unformed 

area (central area) of the thicker polymer sheet in comparison to thinner polymer 

sheet which lowers the risk of separation between polymer and metal bonded 

surfaces, resulting in a lower chance of delamination. 

(2) The transition polymer thickness is lesser for smaller incremental depth when 

the metal thickness is constant. Increasing incremental depth increases the forming 

force along the forming tool axis, resulting in increasing bending in unformed area 

and consequently increases the tendency for delamination. 

(3) Metal sheet thickness has little effect on the transition polymer thickness. We 

hypothesize that increasing metal sheet thickness from 0.8 mm to 1.0 mm, has no 

significant effect on forming force along forming tool axis, resulting in no 

significant effect on bending in unformed area. Therefore, metal sheet thickness 

has no significant effect on delamination. 

(4) Increasing polymer thickness beyond transition polymer thickness reduces 

formability slightly and in laminates with thicker aluminum sheet can change the 

mode of failure from metal tearing to galling. This is likely because increasing 

polymer sheet thickness increases the contact pressure between forming tool and 

polymer sheet, which is results in galling before fracture in thick metal sheet.  
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4.6 Future work 

This work discusses the effect of polymer and metal thickness and incremental 

depth on formability and failure mode in metal-polymer laminates. However, more 

research is needed to uncover the effect of other parameters such as adhesive strength and 

tool rotation speed. A simulation model is needed to predict formability and mode of 

failure. Our future work will focus on this activity. 
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5 CHAPTER 5: PRELIMINARY INVERSTIGATION ON DOUBLE SIDED 

INCREMENTAL FROMING OF THERMOPLASTICS 

5.1 Abstract 

Single Point Incremental Forming (SPIF) of polymers has gained significant 

attention due to the high material formability, absence of external heating of the polymer, 

and the use of part-shape-independent tooling. Despite the advantages of Double Sided 

Incremental Forming (DSIF) of metals, polymer DSIF has not yet been explored. This 

study examines DSIF of a PVC polymer. Forming forces, formability and void structure of 

the formed polymer in SPIF and DSIF are compared. Significant advantages of polymer 

DSIF over SPIF are observed including greater formability, reduced void growth in the 

material and reduced sheet bending outside the desired forming region. 

5.2 Introduction 

Single Point Incremental Forming (SPIF) locally deforms a fully peripherally 

clamped sheet using a small hemispherical ended tool moving along a pre-defined 3D 

toolpath [18, 19, 103, 104]. Double Sided Incremental Forming (DSIF) uses one such tool 

on either side of the sheet, such that one tool forms the sheet and the other tool supports or 

squeezes the sheet locally. Past work on DSIF of metals [25, 105-107] has shown 

significant advantages over SPIF, including higher formability and improved geometric 

accuracy. SPIF of commodity and engineering thermoplastics including PVC, PLA, 

Polyamide, PET, PC and POM has been demonstrated [34, 37-39, 45, 68, 69] without the 

need for any external heating of the polymer. Currently, thermoplastic surfaces for 

prototyping and replacement in automobile interiors, low volume fabrication in aircraft 

interiors [1] and packaging are typically fabricated via injection molding or hot forming. 
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The reduced cost of thermal energy and tooling in polymer incremental forming can reduce 

the manufacturing costs in these applications. Furthermore, thermoplastics are more 

amenable to meeting fire safety standards in the automotive and aerospace industries than 

thermosets [108]. Despite the above advantages of DSIF, polymer DSIF has not yet been 

explored. This paper reports preliminary experimental work performed to explore the 

feasibility of polymer DSIF. SPIF, Conventional DSIF (CDSIF) and Accumulative DSIF 

(ADSIF, [25]) of commercially obtained PVC are compared in terms of key process and 

material indexes including forming forces, formability and void content of the formed 

polymer. These indexes are characterized in terms of the incremental depth (Δz), i.e., the 

step down in the part depth direction in each consecutive pass of the tool [19], the squeeze 

factor (s), i.e., the amount by which the two tools squeeze the sheet [24], and the part shape. 

The feasibility and advantages of polymer DSIF over SPIF are demonstrated and future 

research directions for polymer DSIF are discussed. 

5.3 Experiments 

A DSIF machine [25, 105, 106] with a forming area of 250 × 250 mm2, and two 

tool-mounted load cells for measuring forming forces, was used to form 1.6 mm thick PVC 

sheets with 10 mm diameter tools. A PTFE based grease was used as the lubricant at the 

tool-sheet interface with a tool feed rate of 10 mm/s. A 60° wall angle cone and a funnel 

shape, with radius of curvature Rf of 80 mm and 150 mm and continuously changing wall 

angle from 30° to 90° (Fig. 5-1a), were formed with CDSIF using Δz = 1.2 mm and 1.8 mm. 

Squeeze factors s of 0.8 and 1.0 were investigated. Note that when s = 1.0 the bottom tool 

is just touching the sheet and when s < 1.0, the tools are actively squeezing the sheet in the 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2213846316300050#f0005
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local deformation region between the two tools [105]. SPIF and ADSIF of the cone shape 

were also performed using Δz = 1.8 mm. In CDSIF and ADSIF, the bottom tool was 

positioned based on the sine law [105]. All experiments were performed using a spiral 

toolpath (Fig. 5-1b, [19]). 

 
Figure 5-1: (a) Schematic of formed cone and funnel parts. (b) representative example of 

spiral toolpath used, shown here for a funnel shape 

5.4 Results 

Figure 5-2a–e shows parts formed with SPIF, CDSIF and ADSIF. The fracture 

depth and wall angle are commonly used to describe the formability in incremental 

forming. At the same Δz (Table 5-1) the formed depth of the cone is greater with CDSIF 

(Fig. 5-2b) and ADSIF (Fig. 5-2c) than with SPIF (Fig. 5-2a), indicating greater 

formability with DSIF. In fact, no sheet failure is observed with ADSIF. Furthermore, in 

CDSIF a reduction in s (i.e., greater squeezing of the sheet) and an increase in Δz increases 

the formability (Table 5-1). Greater formability with greater Δz has also been observed in 

polymer SPIF [68], which is the opposite trend to that seen in metal SPIF. The formability 

also seems to depend on the overall part shape, as in polymer SPIF [68], since the funnel  

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2213846316300050#f0005
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2213846316300050#f0010
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2213846316300050#t0005
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2213846316300050#f0010
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2213846316300050#f0010
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2213846316300050#f0010
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2213846316300050#t0005
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Fig 

Figure 5-2: Cone shape formed with (a) SPIF (b) CDSIF (c) ADSIF; (d) Rf = 80 mm 

funnel formed with CDSIF; (e) Rf = 150 mm funnel formed with CDSIF. 

with Rf = 150 mm (Fig. 5-2e) is deformed to a greater wall angle than the funnel 

with Rf = 80 mm (Fig. 5-2d). A closer observation of the side of the sheet in contact with 

the bottom tool (Fig. 5-2b) and of the forming forces (Fig. 5-3a) in CDSIF, shows a gradual 

loss of contact between the sheet and the bottom tool. This phenomenon is also seen in 

metal CDSIF [23, 24]. 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2213846316300050#f0010
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2213846316300050#f0010
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2213846316300050#f0010
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2213846316300050#f0015
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Table 5-1: Process parameters and tool tip depths at failure 

Part Process Δz (mm) Squeeze factor Z depth at fracture (mm) 

60˚ Cone 

SPIF 1.8 Not applicable 28.2 

CDSIF 1.8 1.0 34.1 

 1.8 0.8 35.3 

 1.2 1.0 28.2 

 1.2 0.8 29.2 

ADSIF 1.8 1.0 No failure 

Funnel (Rf = 80 mm) CDSIF 1.8 1.0 37.75 (66.8˚ wall angle) 

  1.8 0.8 41.44 (69.6˚ wall angle) 

  1.2 1.0 37.8 (66.1 ˚ wall angle) 

  1.2 0.8 38.0 (67.2 ˚ wall angle) 

Funnel (Rf = 150 mm) CDSIF 1.2 0.8 

No failure observed, tool-

part interference at 71.0° 

wall angle prevented 

continuation of forming 

A concurrent change in the color of the sheet was observed, from grey when tool-

sheet contact was retained to whitish-grey when tool-sheet contact was lost. This color 

change indicates the occurrence of crazing [34] after tool-sheet contact is lost in CDSIF, 

which typically leads to growth of larger voids and fracture. In ADSIF there is no loss of 
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contact between the bottom tool and the sheet (Figs. 5-2c and 3b) and no change in color 

of the polymer.  

 
Figure 5-3: Magnitude of forming forces for 60° cone formed (a) by CDSIF with Δz = 

1.2 and 1.8 mm and s = 1.0 (b) by SPIF, CDSIF and ADSIF with Δz = 1.8 mm and s = 1.0 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2213846316300050#f0010
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2213846316300050#f0015
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This absence of crazing is probably the reason behind higher formability in ADSIF 

than in CDSIF. Fig. 5-4a–e shows representative SEM images of the outer surface of the 

formed parts, along with binary images (inset) obtained after image processing with ImageJ 

software. Multiple such images were analyzed to calculate the surface void area fraction in 

the formed material (Fig. 5-4f). The void area fraction is much higher for SPIF than for 

CDSIF in the region of the part where tool-sheet contact is retained. When contact is lost 

in CDSIF, the void area fraction rises to levels similar to those in SPIF. Since tool contact 

is not lost in ADSIF the void area fraction stays low. This observation further supports the 

hypothesis that retention of tool-sheet contact in ADSIF reduces crazing and resultant void 

growth in the polymer, resulting in greater formability with ADSIF as compared to CDSIF 

and SPIF. For the cone shape, the geometric definition of the interface between the wall of 

the formed part and the ideally flat part of the sheet was observed to be significantly 

improved with CDSIF and ADSIF than with SPIF (Fig. 5-2a–c). This indicates a reduction 

in the unwanted bending of the sheet outside the desired deformation zone with DSIF. A 

similar degree of geometric definition can also be seen in CDSIF of the funnel shape 

(Fig. 5-2d and e). 

5.5 Discussion and Conclusions 

The experimental work performed here demonstrates, for the first time, the 

feasibility of polymer DSIF. Greater Δz and reduction in s result in greater formability in 

CDSIF. Furthermore, ADSIF has even greater formability than CDSIF. Key advantages of 

polymer DSIF over SPIF include greater formability, less void growth in the material and 

reduction in unwanted bending of the sheet outside the desired forming zone.  

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2213846316300050#f0020
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2213846316300050#f0020
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2213846316300050#f0010
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2213846316300050#f0010
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Figure 5-4: Representative SEM images of (a) as received PVC; and PVC formed with 

(b) SPIF (c) CDSIF at Δz = 1.8 mm and s = 1.0 before loss of tool-sheet contact (d) 

CDSIF at Δz = 1.8 mm and s = 1.0 after loss of tool-sheet contact (e) ADSIF at Δz = 1.8 

mm and s = 1.0; (f) void area fraction calculated from SEM images 
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Given the past work in polymer SPIF and the observations from this work, it is 

expected that the above advantages of DSIF can be extended to other thermoplastic 

polymers as well. At the same time, more research is needed to identify the production 

batch size at which polymer incremental forming is economically and energetically 

competitive with hot forming and injection molding. Past work in polymer SPIF [37] has 

shown that even at a tool feed rate of 50 mm/s (compared to 10 mm/s used here) the PVC 

sheet does not reach glass transition temperature. While the use of a second tool in DSIF 

adds a second source of frictional heat generation as compared to SPIF, given the 

significantly higher thermal conductivity of the metallic tool as compared to the polymer, 

it is likely that this additional heat will have a minimal effect on increasing the polymer 

temperature during DSIF. The temperature of the polymer during DSIF needs to be 

measured to confirm this hypothesis. There is also a need to identify the mechanisms 

behind the influence of Δz and s on formability and geometric accuracy, and for techniques 

to prevent loss of contact between the sheet and the bottom tool during forming in polymer 

CDSIF [23]. 
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Chapter 6 
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6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Effects of incremental depth, tool rotation and part shape on formability and failure 

modes as well as microstructural properties in SPIF of polymers are investigated 

experimentally and discussed in chapter 2. The highlighted results are summarized as 

follows: 

 Increasing incremental depth increases the formability and process speed 

in polymer SPIF. However, this advantage is limited to occurrence of 

wrinkling at high incremental depths.  

 Mode of failure in polymer SPIF depends not only on incremental depth 

but also on the desired part shape.  

 Increasing tool rotation speed results in reduction in the forming forces. 

 Comparing the degree of crystallinity of the formed and unformed PLA, 

which is semi-crystalline polymer, showed that the degree of crystallinity 

in the formed material is higher than as received material. Higher degree of 

crystallinity in general results in higher toughness in polymers. 

Investigation on effect of SPIF process parameters on polymers continued in 

chapter 3. In this chapter, effect of SPIF on mechanical properties of the formed polymers 

was explored. The highlighted results are summarized below: 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S092401361500117X
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S092401361500117X
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 SPIF process increases strain at fracture and Ultimate Tensile Strength and 

reduces yield stress and Young’s modulus in formed polymer (amorphous 

and semi-crystalline polymers) in comparison to unformed polymer. 

 SPIF process results in chain orientation in amorphous polymer as well as 

chain and crystal lamella orientation in semi-crystalline polymers. This 

phenomenon explains the changes in mechanical properties of the formed 

polymer as compared to the unformed polymer. 

 Degree of crystallinity of the polyamide (semi-crystalline polymer) showed 

no significant change in formed and unformed material. It shows that SPIF 

process does not always result in change in degree of crystallinity.  

 Increasing tool rotation speed increases temperature near the forming area, 

which can explain the reduction of measured forming forces in chapter 2. 

To further investigate the application of SPIF process, the effect of process 

parameters on Metal-Polymer laminate SPIF is investigated in chapter 4. The 

highlighted results are: 

 At low polymer sheet thickness, the dominant failure mode is delamination. 

Increasing the polymer sheet thickness increases the formability until the 

mode of failure changes from delamination to tearing in metal sheet. This 

polymer sheet thickness is referred to as transition polymer thickness.  
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 Increasing the polymer thickness beyond the transition polymer thickness 

slightly reduces the formability and in laminates with high metal sheet 

thickness results in galling. 

 The transition polymer thickness is lesser at SPIF process with lower 

incremental depths. 

 Metal sheet thickness has little effect on the transition polymer thickness. 

The last part of the work focused on preliminary study of polymer DSIF. The results 

are as follows: 

 CDSIF process increases the formability as compared to SPIF process for 

the polymer sheets. 

 Increasing the incremental depth and increasing the squeeze effect increases 

the formability in polymer CDSIF. 

 ADSIF of polymers shows higher formability than CDSIF of polymers. 

 Polymer DSIF shows higher formability and lesser void growth, better 

shape definition as compared to polymer SPIF. 

 Only tearing is observed in polymer CDSIF. 

Future work will focus on a simulation model needed to predict the formability and 

failure modes, as well as forming forces in polymer incremental forming. This model can 
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be used to improve the toolpath parameters and toolpath strategy by predicting the tool 

elastic deflection and sheet thickness during forming process. The simulation model can 

be used to understand the deformation mechanism in polymer incremental forming. Effect 

of adhesive strength and tool rotation speed on formability and failure modes in polymer-

metal laminate incremental forming needs to be investigated. A simulation model is needed 

to predict formability and mode of failure in polymer-metal laminate incremental foming. 

Further research is needed to investigate the effect of DSIF process parameters on 

formability and failure mode in polymer DSIF as well as mechanical properties of the DSIF 

formed polymers.  
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8 APPENDIX A 

This appendix contains extended information related to experiments discussed in 

chapters 2 to 5.  

8.1 Design of Experiments - Chapter 2 

8.1.1 Experiments 

An SPIF setup (Fig. 2-1a) was used for performing experiments. A dial gauge with 

0.0005” accuracy was used to co-center the tool axis with the center of forming area. 0.005” 

was chosen as the maximum acceptable error, which is less than 0.5% of the part shape 

diameter. To define the zero offset along incremental depth direction (Z-axis) the forming 

tool was moved along Z-axis until it touched the blank. The zero offset was redone when 

the thickness of the sheet was changed.  

Figure 8-1 shows the two part shapes with the toolpath strategy, which are used for 

performing experiments in chapter 2. 

 
(a)            (b) 

Figure 8-1: (a) Cone shape and (b) Funnel shape with schematic of the toolpath strategy 

To identify the mode of failure the operator observed the specimen during the 

forming process and after observing any form of failure (Tearing or Wrinkling), the 
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operator stopped the forming process and recorded the tool position in Z-direction. The 

recorded tool position in Z-direction was used to calculate the wall angle at failure for the 

funnel shape and record the depth at fracture for the cone shape experiments (Figure 8-1). 

Table 8-1 shows the design of experiment table for experiments in chapter 2. The 

abbreviation of the table are as follows: 

 ID: Each ID represents a set of process parameters 

 Mat.: Blank sheet material  

 Rep.: Represents how many times each experiment ID has been performed 

  Δz: Incremental depth in mm 

 dtool: Forming tool diameter in mm 

 F: Feedrate in mm/min 

 ω: Tool rotation speed in rpm 

 t: Initial blank sheet thickness in mm 

 α: Cone shape part wall angle in degree 

 Rf: Radius of curvature of funnel shape in mm 
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The toolpath was uploaded to the CNC machine and all the repetitions were 

completed for an experiment ID before moving to the next experiment ID. 

Table 8-1: Design of experiments 

ID 

M
at. 

Rep

(#) 

Δz 

(mm) 

dtool 

(mm) 

F 

(mm/min) 

ω 

(rpm) 

t 

(mm) 

α 

(˚) 

Rf 

(mm) 

1 PLA 5 0.2 5 300 0 0.7 55 - 

2 PLA 5 0.4 5 300 0 0.7 55 - 

3 PLA 5 0.6 5 300 0 0.7 55 - 

4 PLA 5 0.8 5 300 0 0.7 55 - 

5 PLA 5 1 5 300 0 0.7 55 - 

6 PLA 5 0.2 5 300 0 0.7 65 - 

7 PLA 5 0.4 5 300 0 0.7 65 - 

8 PLA 5 0.6 5 300 0 0.7 65 - 

9 PLA 5 0.8 5 300 0 0.7 65 - 

10 PLA 5 1 5 300 0 0.7 65 - 

11 PLA 5 0.2 5 300 0 0.7 75 - 

12 PLA 5 0.4 5 300 0 0.7 75 - 

13 PLA 5 0.6 5 300 0 0.7 75 - 

14 PLA 5 0.8 5 300 0 0.7 75 - 

15 PLA 5 1 5 300 0 0.7 75 - 

16 PLA 5 0.2 5 300 0 0.7 - 10 

17 PLA 5 0.4 5 300 0 0.7 - 10 

18 PLA 5 0.6 5 300 0 0.7 - 10 

19 PLA 5 0.8 5 300 0 0.7 - 10 

20 PLA 5 1 5 300 0 0.7 - 10 

21 PLA 5 0.2 5 300 0 0.7 - 12 

22 PLA 5 0.4 5 300 0 0.7 - 12 

23 PLA 5 0.6 5 300 0 0.7 - 12 

24 PLA 5 0.8 5 300 0 0.7 - 12 

25 PLA 5 1 5 300 0 0.7 - 12 

26 PLA 5 0.2 5 300 1250 0.7 - 12 
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Continued. 

27 PLA 5 0.6 5 300 1250 0.7 - 12 

28 PLA 5 1 5 300 1250 0.7 - 12 

29 PLA 5 0.2 5 300 5000 0.7 - 12 

30 PLA 5 0.6 5 300 5000 0.7 - 12 

31 PLA 5 1 5 300 5000 0.7 - 12 

32 PLA 5 0.2 5 300 7000 0.7 - 12 

33 PLA 5 0.6 5 300 7000 0.7 - 12 

34 PLA 5 1 5 300 7000 0.7 - 12 

35 PLA 5 0.2 5 300 0 0.7 - 14 

36 PLA 5 0.4 5 300 0 0.7 - 14 

37 PLA 5 0.6 5 300 0 0.7 - 14 

38 PLA 5 0.8 5 300 0 0.7 - 14 

39 PLA 5 1 5 300 0 0.7 - 14 

40 PLA 5 0.2 5 300 0 0.7 - 16 

41 PLA 5 0.4 5 300 0 0.7 - 16 

42 PLA 5 0.6 5 300 0 0.7 - 16 

43 PLA 5 0.8 5 300 0 0.7 - 16 

44 PLA 5 1 5 300 0 0.7 - 16 

45 PVC 5 0.2 5 300 0 1.5 - 12 

46 PVC 5 1 5 300 0 1.5 - 12 

47 PVC 5 1.8 5 300 0 1.5 - 12 

48 PVC 5 0.2 5 300 1250 1.5 - 12 

49 PVC 5 1 5 300 1250 1.5 - 12 

50 PVC 5 1.8 5 300 1250 1.5 - 12 

51 PVC 5 0.2 5 300 5000 1.5 - 12 

52 PVC 5 1 5 300 5000 1.5 - 12 

53 PVC 5 1.8 5 300 5000 1.5 - 12 

54 PVC 5 0.2 5 300 7000 1.5 - 12 

55 PVC 5 1 5 300 7000 1.5 - 12 

56 PVC 5 1.8 5 300 7000 1.5 - 12 

8.1.2 Results  

As it is shown in table 8-1, each experiment ID was repeated 5 times. The mode of 

failure, which was repeated the most (at least 3 times), was reported as mode of failure for 
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that specific set of process parameters. The specimens, which have the most repeated 

failure mode, were chosen to calculate error bar and the average for the graphs which are 

shown in chapter 2. The average depth at fracture for cone shape/wall angle at failure for 

funnel shape represent the depth at fracture/wall angle at failure for cone/funnel shape. The 

standard deviation was calculated and used for plus and minus of the error bar. 

Figure 2-3b shows that at Δz= 0.6 mm, Z-depth at failure is significantly lower than 

Δz= 0.4 and Δz= 0.8 mm. This odd and out of trend data point might be due to following 

potential errors during running the experiments: 

 Setting the forming tool zero offset in Δz direction at a position lower than 

the blank top surface before running the experiments (Experiment ID=8).  

 Low quality of the as-received sheet. The samples for each experiment ID 

were cut out from a sheet. Therefore, the samples were used for the 

experiment ID= 8, might have been cut out of a softer PLA sheet or a sheet 

with low surface quality like having scratches on the surface. PLA sheets 

were white; therefore, identifying scratches were harder for the operator. 

It is also possible that the combination of the process parameters like blank sheet 

thickness and material, friction condition, tool diameter, incremental depth, part shape 

results to the aforimentioned odd data point. More repeatation of the experiment ID= 8, is 

needed to find out if the presented results was and exception or not. 
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8.2 Design of Experiments of Chapter 3 

8.2.1 Experiments 

An SPIF setup (Fig. 3-2a) was used for performing experiments. To set the zero 

offset point of the tool over the forming area in the XY plane of the CNC machine. The 

tool was moved along X-axis in the negative direction until it touched the inner edge of the 

forming area and the X value was recorded (X1). Next step was moving the tool along X-

axis in the positive direction until it touched the inner edge at the opposite side of the 

forming area and the X value was recorded (X2). The average of the recorded X values 

was used to set the X offset and co-center the forming tool axis with the center of the 

forming area in X-axis. Similar steps were followed for offset in Y-axis. To define the zero 

offset along incremental depth direction (Z-axis) the forming tool was moved along Z-axis 

until it touched the blank at the center of the forming area.  

Figure 8-2 shows the part shape with the toolpath strategy, which was used for 

performing experiments in chapter 3. 

 
Figure 8-2: Schematic of part, specimen, tool, toolpath and incremental depth in SPIF 
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Table 8-2 shows the design of experiment table for experiments in chapter 2. The 

abbreviation of the table are as follows: 

 ID: Each ID represents a set of process parameters 

 Mat.: Blank sheet material which is PVC and PLA 

 Rep.: Represents how many times each experiment ID has been performed 

  Δz: Incremental depth in mm 

 dtool: Forming tool diameter in mm 

 F: Feedrate in mm/min 

 ω: Tool rotation speed in rpm 

 t: Initial blank sheet thickness in mm 

 α: Pyramid wall angle in degree 

8.2.2 Results 

To identify the mode of failure the operator observed the specimen during the 

forming process and after observing any form of failure (Tearing or Wrinkling) the tool 

position in Z-direction was recorded. No failure mode has been observed in the 

experiments of chapter 3 and all experiment IDs were formed to the end of the toolpath. 
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The forming time was 90-120 minutes depending on the incremental depth, 

therefore 3-4 parts were formed each day. The tensile specimens were cut out from the 

formed part’s wall to perform tensile and relaxation tests. The tensile test has been 

performed on every formed part. The average of Young modulus, UTS, strain at fracture 

and yield stress were used as data point related to each incremental depth and tool rotation 

speed. The standard deviation of the data points was used to perform error bars in plus and 

minus. 

Relaxation test, temperature measurement, DSC and XRD have been performed 

only on one specimen for each experiment ID, therefore no error bar has been shown in the 

graphs resulted from the aforementioned post measurements. 

Table 8-2: Design of experiments 

ID 
M

at. 
Rep

(#) 

Δz 

(mm) 

dtool 

(mm) 

F 

(mm/min) 

ω 

(rpm) 

t 

(mm) 
α (˚) 

1 PA 5 1.4 5 300 0 1.5 40 

2 PA 5 1.8 5 300 0 1.5 40 

3 PA 5 2.0 5 300 0 1.5 40 

4 PA 5 1.4 5 300 1000 1.5 40 

5 PA 5 1.8 5 300 1000 1.5 40 

6 PA 5 2.0 5 300 1000 1.5 40 

7 PA 5 1.4 5 300 5000 1.5 40 

8 PA 5 1.8 5 300 5000 1.5 40 

9 PA 5 2.0 5 300 5000 1.5 40 

10 PVC 5 1.4 5 300 0 1.5 40 

11 PVC 5 1.8 5 300 0 1.5 40 

12 PVC 5 2.0 5 300 0 1.5 40 
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Continued. 

13 PVC 5 1.4 5 300 500 1.5 40 

14 PVC 5 1.8 5 300 500 1.5 40 

15 PVC 5 2.0 5 300 500 1.5 40 

16 PVC 5 1.4 5 300 1000 1.5 40 

17 PVC 5 1.8 5 300 1000 1.5 40 

18 PVC 5 2.0 5 300 1000 1.5 40 

 

8.3 Design of Experiments of Chapter 4 

8.3.1 Experiments 

An SPIF setup (Fig. 3-2a) was used for performing experiments. To set the zero 

offset point of the tool over the forming area in the XY plane of the CNC machine. The 

tool was moved along X-axis in the negative direction until it touched the inner edge of the 

forming area and the X value was recorded (X1). Next step was moving the tool along X-

axis in the positive direction until it touched the inner edge at the opposite side of the 

forming area and the X value was recorded (X2). The average of the recorded X values 

was used to set the X offset and co-center the forming tool with the center of the forming 

area in X-axis. Similar steps were followed for offset in Y-axis. To define the zero offset 

along incremental depth direction (Z-axis) the forming tool was moved along Z-axis until 

it touched the blank at the center of the forming area.  

Figure 8-3 shows the part shape with the toolpath strategy, which was used for 

performing experiments in chapter 4. 
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Figure 8-3: Funnel shape with schematic of the toolpath strategy 

Table 8-3 shows the design of experiment table for experiments in chapter 2. The 

abbreviation of the table are as follows: 

 ID: Each ID represents a set of process parameters 

 Min Rep.: Represents the minimum times each experiment ID has been 

performed 

  Δz: Incremental depth in mm 

 dtool: Forming tool diameter in mm 

 F: Feedrate in mm/min 

 tPA: Initial Polyamide sheet thickness in mm 

 tAl: Initial Aluminum sheet thickness in mm 
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8.3.2 Results 

To identify the mode of failure, the operator observed the specimen during the 

forming process and after observing any form of failure (Delamination, Metal Tearing or 

Galling) the tool position in Z-direction was recorded. The recorded tool position was used 

to calculate the wall angle at failure. The forming time was 20-240 minutes depending on 

the incremental depth and mode of failure, therefore the number of parts were formed each 

day varied between 2 to 6. Each experiment ID was performed 3 times and if the observed 

failure mode was not consistent an extra one or two parts that were formed to identify the 

failure mode. The specimens, which have the most repeated failure mode, were chosen to 

calculate error bar and average for the graphs which are shown in chapter 4. The average 

wall angle at failure represent the wall angle at failure. The standard deviation was 

calculated and used for plus and minus of the error bars. 

Table 8-3: Design of experiments 

ID 
Min Rep 

(#) 
Δz (mm) dtool (mm) 

F 

(mm/min) 
tPA (mm) tAl (mm) 

1 3 0.2 5 300 0.79 0.8 

2 3 0.2 5 300 1.19 0.8 

3 3 0.2 5 300 1.58 0.8 

4 3 0.2 5 300 1.98 0.8 

5 3 0.2 5 300 2.38 0.8 

6 3 0.4 5 300 0.79 0.8 

7 3 0.4 5 300 1.19 0.8 

8 3 0.4 5 300 1.58 0.8 

9 3 0.4 5 300 1.98 0.8 

10 3 0.4 5 300 2.38 0.8 
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Continued. 

11 3 0.2 5 300 0.79 1.0 

12 3 0.2 5 300 1.19 1.0 

13 3 0.2 5 300 1.58 1.0 

14 3 0.2 5 300 1.98 1.0 

15 3 0.2 5 300 2.38 1.0 

16 3 0.4 5 300 0.79 1.0 

17 3 0.4 5 300 1.19 1.0 

18 3 0.4 5 300 1.58 1.0 

19 3 0.4 5 300 1.98 1.0 

20 3 0.4 5 300 2.38 1.0 

 

8.4 Design of Experiments of Chapter 5 

8.4.1 Experiments 

An DSIF setup at Northwestern University was used for performing experiments. 

Figure 8-4 shows the part shapes with the toolpath strategy, which was used for performing 

experiments in chapter 4.  

 
Figure 8-4: (a) Schematic of formed cone and funnel parts. (b) representative example of 

spiral toolpath used, shown here for a funnel shape 

 ID: Each ID represents a set of process parameters 

 Rep.: Represents how many times each experiment has been performed. 
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 Process: Represents the type of process which has been used for forming 

process  

 Δz: Incremental depth in mm 

 dtool: Forming tools diameter in mm 

 F: Feedrate in mm/min 

 t: Initial blank sheet thickness in mm 

 α: Cone shape part wall angle in degree 

 Rf: Radius of curvature of funnel shape in mm 

Table 8-4: Design of experiments 

ID Mat. Process 
Rep 

(#) 

Δz 

(mm) 

dtool 

(mm) 

F 

(mm/min) 

t 

(mm) 

α 

(˚) 

Rf 

(mm) 

1 PVC SPIF 1 1.8 10 600 1.5 60 - 

2 PVC CDSIF 1 1.8 10 600 1.5 60 - 

3 PVC CDSIF 1 1.8 10 600 1.5 60 - 

4 PVC CDSIF 1 1.2 10 600 1.5 60 - 

5 PVC CDSIF 1 1.2 10 600 1.5 60 - 

6 PVC ADSIF 1 1.8 10 600 1.5 60 - 

7 PVC CDSIF 1 1.8 10 600 1.5 - 80 

8 PVC CDSIF 1 1.8 10 600 1.5 - 80 

9 PVC CDSIF 1 1.2 10 600 1.5 - 80 

10 PVC CDSIF 1 1.2 10 600 1.5 - 80 

11 PVC CDSIF 1 1.2 10 600 1.5 - 150 
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8.4.2 Results 

To identify the mode of failure, the operator observed the specimen during the 

forming process and after observing any form of failure (Tearing or Wrinkling) the forming 

tool position in Z-direction was recorded. The recorded forming tool position was used to 

calculate the wall angle at failure for funnel shape and the depth at fracture for cone shape 

experiments. Each experiment has been performed only once due to the goal of research 

which was a preliminary investigation, therefore no error bar has been shown in the 

presented results in chapter 5.  
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9 APPENDIX B 

This appendix contains extended information related to the results in chapters 2, 3 

and 5.  

9.1 Chain/Crystalline Lamella Orientation in Polymers 

In Chapter 3, effect of SPIF on mechanical properties of PVC (amorphous polymer) 

and Polyamide (Semi-crystalline polymer) was shown. It has been shown [1, 2] [75, 76] 

[74, 75] [74, 75] [73, 74] [73, 74] [72, 73] [72, 73] that deformation of amorphous polymers 

at temperatures lower than the glass transition, results in retention of chain orientation in 

the major stress direction. Molecular dynamics simulations [3-5] have shown that plastic 

deformation in semicrystalline polymers occurs via reorientation of crystalline lamellae 

toward the major principal stress axis, and then fragmentation of largest crystalline 

lamellae, followed by unfolding and alignment of chains in both amorphous and crystalline 

portions of the polymer. Therefore the molecular mechanisms, which resulted in the 

observed results in chapter 3, can be summarized as follows: 

 Unfolding and alignment of molecular chains in amorphous portion of 

polymers. 

 Reorientation of crystalline lamellae and fragment of large crystalline 

lamellae in crystalline portion of polymers.   

Figure 10-1 and 10-2 schematically show the aforementioned mechanism.  
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      (a)             (b) 

Figure 9-1: Schematic presentation of an amorphous polymer section (a) before and (b) 

after deformation 

Figure 10-1a, shows a section of an amorphous polymer (PVC) before forming. It 

shows that the molecular chains are folded together and are oriented in different 

orientation. Figure 10-1b, shows the same section after deformation. It shows that many of 

the molecular chains are unfolded and many of them aligned in the direction of the force.  

 

 
      (a)             (b) 

Figure 9-2: Schematic presentation of a semi-crystalline polymer section (a) before and 

(b) after deformation 

Figure 10-2a shows a section of a semi-crystalline polymer (Polyamide) before 

forming. It shows that in the amorphous portion of the polymer, the molecular chains are 
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folded together and are oriented in different directions. In crystalline portion of the 

polymer, the crystalline lamellae are oriented in different directions. Figure 10-2b shows 

the same section after deformation. It shows that the amorphous portion of the polymer 

undergoes a similar molecular mechanism as amorphous polymer. Many of the molecular 

chains are unfolded and many of them are aligned in the direction of the major principal 

stress. It shows that in the semi-crystalline portion, crystalline lamellae reorient toward the 

major principal stress axis and large crystalline lamellae fragment to smaller crystalline 

lamellae. 

9.2 Deformation Mechanism of SPIF 

Jackson et al. [6] investigated the mechanism of single point incremental forming 

of metal sheet. The authors stated that the deformation mechanism in SPIF is increasing 

stretch strain (ε11) and shear strain (γ13) in the plane perpendicular to tool direction as well 

as shear strain (γ23) in the tool direction. The results showed that shear in the tool direction 

(γ23), which is due to friction between the tool and the sheet, has the most significant shear 

strain component. 

 
Figure 9-3: A three-dimensional representation of the global and local co-ordinate sets 

used to interpret strains in SPIF [20]. 
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Past works in metal SPIF did not focused on effect of variation in incremental depth 

on stretch or shear strains, due to better formability of metal at small incremental depths. 

Therefore, an investigation on deformation mechanism of polymer incremental forming 

needs to be done to have a better understanding of deformation mechanism. 

9.3 Failure Modes in Polymer Incremental Forming 

9.3.1 Wrinkling 

In Chapter 3, results showed effect of SPIF on mechanical properties of the formed 

polymer. The results showed that Elastic Modulus of the formed polymer is lower than the 

unformed polymer. In an axisymmetric part shape, which is formed with incremental 

forming process, the walls of the formed part are made of formed polymer (Figure 10-4). 

Therefore, reduction in Elastic Modulus in the formed polymer results in lower structure 

stiffness of the formed part. In addition, it was shown that increasing incremental depth 

increases the in-plan forming force (Figure 2-10) during SPIF process. Lower structural 

stability and higher in-plane force hypothetically results in wrinkling. However, chapter 2 

shows that the wrinkling and the incremental depth at which wrinkling occurs depend on 

the part shape. Moreover, in polymer DSIF no wrinkling was observed (Table 5-1). 

Therefore, more investigation is needed to examine the proposed hypothesis and to have a 

better understanding of wrinkling mechanism in polymer incremental forming.  
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Figure 9-4: Schematic view of polymer sheet, which formed to an axisymmetric part 

shape with incremental forming process. 

9.3.2 Tearing 

In crazable glassy polymers, such as PVC, in most cases fracture starts when voids 

start to grow and reach the point that the fibrils (which are aligned molecular chains) break 

in the crazed zone. If the deformation keeps increasing, this mechanism continues until 

macroscopic fracture occurs [7]. Silva et al. [8] suggested to limit the formation of micro-

voids in the polymer matrix by superimposing hydrostatic compression stresses during the 

forming process, like using a dummy sheet on the side of the polymer sheet which is not 

in contact with forming tool in SPIF. In DSIF process as long as the bottom tool (supporting 

tool) is in contact with the sheet the hydrostatic compression stress is maintained at the 

contact area of the top and the bottom tool with the sheet. Therefore the hydrostatic 

compression stress reduces the void area fraction (Figure 5-4f). After losing contact 

between the bottom tool and the polymer sheet, the micro-voids start to grow and the void 

area fraction increases (Figure 5-4f). The contact between the bottom tool and the polymer 

sheet in polymer DSIF (CDSIF and ADSIF) reduces crazing and resultant void growth in 

the polymer, resulting in greater formability as compared to SPIF. 
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    (a)    (b) 

    

Figure 9-5: Schematic view of (a) crazing structure and (b) fibril break in crazed zone. 
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